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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Ha7li1ton Junior High School is a relatively new junior high school,

opened in the fall of 1963. It is located in the inner city in Washington,

D.C. where the median family income is below $7,500 per year. Since its

opening in 196S, it has been beset by many problems. With a population of

approximately 1600 students, that were abruptly uprooted from five junior

high schools in the surrounding community, classroom discipline and student

classroom disruption became critical problems.

I was requested by the Assistant Superintendent of Secondary Schools,

in January 1974, to assume the role of principal at Hamilton. The school

was in a state of unrest due to disorders and disruptions caused by students,

and I was summoned in an effort to restore discipline and control.

The faculty had lost faith in the ability of the principal and his

assistants to deal effectively with the problems. Teacher morale was very

--
low because teachers were of the opinion that the school's administrative

policies were oppressive. Letters and other correspondence that document

the severity of the problem at Hamilton were submitted to the Assistant

Superintendent. Copies of these documents are included in the appendix.

The first two weeks after I became principal at Hamilton were used

to undertake an informal assessment of the situation. I inspected the

physical plant and the classroom situation from a student's-angle and from

a teacher's angle. I took a look at the curriculum and compared it with the

current inst:-uctional program. I explored the recreational and extra-cur.-

ricular
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I found the physical plant to be in a state of deterioration, al-

though the building waS only six years old. Many portions of the ceiling

had been gutted by fire. One restroom was completely demolished by a

gasoline bort. Showcases that were once beautiful with glass enclosures and

lighting fixtures were gaping holes with obscenities written inside. Bul-

letin boards had been charred by frequent fires. Classroems that were once

beautiful had been severely altered in appearance. Students had left

tangible damage on a building that cost six million dollars.

The classes were being disrupted continuously by frequent outbursts

between teachers and students. At times it appeared to be a contest to

determine who could shout loudest and longest. Obscenities were directed

at teachers. In some classrooms, students were playing cards while others

walked idly about the classroom engaging in horseplay, talking, and teasing

other students. Teachers were trying desperately to control the situation,

yet, many seemed to accept it as a lost cause.

In comparing the curriculum with the current instructional program,

I found that both of them lacked, what I consider, relevance to the inner

city youth. Teachers were simply teaching a body of knowledge that they

had predetermined was best for the students. No concern had been given to

student interest and ability to perform..

A Social Studies teacher was struggling through the causes and effects

of the Civil War on the Union and.the Confederacy. The lesson was filled

with dates for the battles fought. Student response ranged from "I don't

know" to "Who cares about that junk."

A Mathmatics.teacher was trying, in the midst of frequent outbrusts

of laughter to te:Ich Scientific Notation. She opened the lesson by telling

he' students that if they wanted to get into a technical school, they needed
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mathematics and certainly Scientific Notation. The students in the class

were low achievers and could not grasp the meaning of 10- . These students

were having problems mastering basic computations with whole numbers. As

the teacher attempted to proceed with the lesson, her questions often went
1

unanswered. .2. question such as, "What is another symbol for 10- 2 ?", brought

responses of "Huh'; "Hay, hey, hey"; "You tell us, baby;" "Can that help

me in a dice gam=.?"

The English teacher had selected a unit in Literature devoted

specifically to poetry. She told the students that in order to add to their

cultural development, students needed to know the varioUs pOetic form's. She

gave no other introduction or motivation. She told the students that they

would-read and interpret Thomas Gray's "Elegy Written In A Country Churchyard.-

She read the stanzas and asked the students- to tell the meaning. One of

the stanzas was:

"Full man a gem of purest ray
serene

The dam unfathomed caves of ocean
bear.

Full many a flow is born to blush
unseen

And waste its sweetness on the desert
air."

The stanza contained many words that the students could not pronounce

and words that they did not know the definitions for. They could not make

the analogies that the teacher wanted. They responded by reciting rhymes

such as, "One, two, buckle my shoe", "Hey, Dude, Cool Dude". Some students

said they didn't know. One student said he didn't know, he didn't care, and

that the teacher had better stop "bugging him."
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With the recreational facilities and extra-curricular activities

being non-existent, hallalking became a problem, especially during lunch

periods. The lunch periods were stadgered with 7th grade students eating

at Period 3, Sth grade students eating at Period 4 and 9th grade students

eating at Period 5. This meant that while the 7th grade students mere at

lunch, the Eth and 9th grade students Were in class. There were no organized

recreational activities for any.of the grade levels and students began to

wander about the building. Basketballs had been given to the stud.ents,

but the balls had either been taken home or had been busted. The recreation

room was in grave disrepair and was uninhabitable. The ping pong tables

had been smashed. The record player had no needle. The checkerboards had

been torn apart and the "boxing dummies" were mere shreds of clOth hanging

from a rope. No provisions had been made for the girls.

Referrals on classreom incidents began to pour into Iv office. These

incidents ranged from chewind.gum to threats against the teacher. Each

-report was submitted in writing. A conference with-the teacher and, later,

with the student was held after each referral.

I felt, however, that it was necessary for teachers to assume a

certain responsibility for classroom control, although the administration

was giving supportive disciplinary actions. A faculty meeting was held and

the teachers and I discussed the.discipline problem and decided jtintly that

if the educational program were to surviVe, various measures would have tO

be taken. We would have to evaluate our roles in terms of our part in the

educational process and we would have to evaluate the students' roles as

scholars and as persons.
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We decided to concentrate immediately on the discipline problems.

We decided to weigh the severity of the problems and to classify them ac-

cording.to the effect they had on the learning environment. Those problems

that resulted in classroom disruption that deprived each staient of his

right to an education were classified as severe. These problems were:

Fighting
Directing profanity towards adults and other students
Threats to teachers and other students
Disrespectful tirades toward-teachers
Defiance .

Smoking
Vandalism

Fighting, whether in a classroom or elsewhere was considered severe.

Smoking and classcutting were also classified as severe, though, they might

not have any effect upon another student. Problems such as chewing'gum,

talking out - though not disrespectful, inattention and tardiness could be

handled by teachers who would set the critieria for performance in his class.

A list of rules and regulations devised by each teacher would be sent to

parents. The severe problems would be referred to me. A list prepared by

a Mathematics teacher is shown below.

Rules and Regulations - Mathematics A

If a student is to realize the maximum of his potential, he must be

prepared to observe rules and regulations that will assure him and every

student.his right to a meaningful education. You will find liSted, the rules

and regulations for the Students in this class. These rules were devised

by me, in an effort to minimize problems and to raise achievement to a

maximum.

9
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1. All students must report to class on time. Failure to do so

will result in the student being excluded from the day's normal activity.

The student will be required to work alone.to "catch up."

2. All studnts must bring the necessary materials - paper, pencil,

and book'to clas-z daily. Failure to bring the necessary items will rob the

student of the :hence to be actively involved in the day's activities.

Demeri_ts from the total grade will be given.

3. Gum chewing will not be allowed. Demerits will be given.

These demerits will take away from the student's total grade.

4. Demerits will be given to any student who becomes so noisy in

class that he disturbs his classmates.

lhese rules were established to be learning devices and not necessarily

punitive. Your child, throughout his life, will encounter rules and.regulatiom:

that must be observed. He must learn that he does not have a choice to

comply or not to comply. He becomes mature when he learns to accept the con-

sequences for his actions.

Please feel free to call me at any time or to visit my classes at

anytime.

Mrs.
Mathematics Teacher

We decided to spend the month of February assessing the learning

situation and the effects that problems were having upon it. Realizing that

a large portion of the year had been lost, we decided to begin to plan for

the following_year. That is not to say that we did not use any approaches

10
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toward restoring coNtrol. Each referral was dealt with and I began to make

observations concernin74 these. I noted the teachers from whom these re-

ferrals car.la and tha studants involved. Another faculty meeting was called

and I tolJ tha faculty that all four administrators would be making frequent

observatins. If the administration were to work cooperatively with the

teachers in e.;m!nating the problems, it would be necessary for us to view

the problems from all perspectives. Thus, frequent classroom visitations

would provide another aspect of the problem.

With fighting, profanity, threats, classcutting, disrespect, defiance,

smoking and vandalism being identified as our severe problems and a general

lack of communication between our teachers and'students'being-a.prObleM., We

knew that changes had to take place. Our instructional program reflected

teacher biases. Teachers were selecting lessons without any student input.

Teachers were teaching at students and not to students. Eighty percent of

teachers were demanding specific recall or responses. No efforts were being

made to relate the significance of these responses to students.' lives. We

decided to begin immediately in September to restrUctUre and redirect our,

efforts toward maximum achievement for our students and a noticeable decline

in discipline problems.

The situation, as it existed, at Hamilton in.September 1974 was not

conducive to learning and thus a climate prevailed that led to many disci-

pline problems. The most outstanding problem at Hamilton was the discipline

problem, and it was this problem that caused me the greatest concern. I.

realized that the staff and I had to look into all aspects of the instructional

program at Hamilton in an effort to find the cause for the' large number of

11
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problems. 1 kept a tally sheet on the..referrals according to the student,

the grade level, and the incidents.

Most of the problems were caused by fighting and were confined for

the most part to seventh grade Students. Disrespect, defiance', profanity and

threats to tetters posed a real problem for teachers in trying to establish

control anz! :7,airtain an authoritanian role. Classcutting was also a large

problem. The sztidents loitered on the playgrounds, in the halls, and in the

lavatories.

As the referrals were submitted, I was-able to make certain

observations. I found that these problems were centered in the classrooms of

twentY teachers. A-"G"i'&kd6wn of the teachers identified by disciplines may

be found in Table 1.

I found also, that most of the identified students (see Table 2) had

at least three of the identified teachers. This problem was confined mostly

to seventh graders who had (1) low test scores, (2) problems adjusting to

junior high school life, (3) problems moving about the building at 50-minute

intervals, (4) problems adjusting to the self-discipiine responsibility and.

(5) problems with peer-group relationships because of age differences on

three levels.

'Observations showed that many students had been identified as Title

I Students. Title I Students are those who score below the 50th percentile

in Reading and/or Mathematics on the California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS),

a norm referenced test. All of the problems referred in the English/Reading

and Mathematics classes were seventh grade students whose Reading scores

ranged from 1.0 to 5.3 (first grade, 0 months to fifth grade, three months)

12



TABLE 1

IDENTIFIED TEACHERS BY DISCIPLINES

SUEjECT NUMBER OF TEACHERS

French

Music

Woodshop

Art

Geography

Home Economics

Science

5

3

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

TOTAL 20

and whose Mathematics scores ranged from 1.0 to 4.9. There were 54 students

in this range. The students in Georgraphy and Art who presented problems

were also seventh graders. There were 5 in Geography and 10 in Art. The

Reading scores for these students ranged from 1.0 to 3.5 and from 1.0 to

2.9 in Mathematics. Those students in Science C and Music D were seventh

graders. The scores for the 13 students involved ranged from 1.0 to 4.5 in

Reading and 1.0 to 3.9 in Mathematics. The students in Music A, Home

Economics B, French C, Science E, and Woodship D and Woodshop E were eighth

and ninth graders. ilusic A, Home Economics B, Science E, and Woodshop D

were eighth gra;jers. French C and Woodshop E were ninth graders. The scores

13
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for students in the eiOtn grade ranged from 1.0 to 5.7 in Reading and 1.0

to 6.0 in Mathe7atics. The ninth grade scores ranged from 1.0 to 6.0 in

Reading er:-.1 1.0 to 5.0 in Mathematics.

TABLE 2

IDENTIFIED TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
SEPTEMBER 1974

TEACHER NUMBER OF DISRUPTIVE STUDENTS

Mathematics A 5

Mathematics B 3

Mathematics C 5

Mathematics D 4

Mathematics E 10

English/Reading A 12

English/Reading B 10

English/Reading E 5

Music A 5

Music D 6

Geography A 3

Georgrapy D 2

Art B 5

Art C 2

Home Economics B 2

French C 3

Science C 7

Science E 7

Woodshop D 5

Woodshop E 5

It must be noted that eight offenders were in grade nine, nineteen

were in grade eight and eighty-two were in grade seven. The smaller number

of offenders in grades Pight and nine could be attributed to the fact that

these students had attended Hamilton for two and three years and had become

adjusted to jr- rich school. It may also be noted that they had matured

14



considerably. ThEse ,7e.3 observations were based on progress reports submittec

by teacrs. Up inki.7; further into the referrals that involved seventh

graders. e e-e a1 to draw the conclusions mentioned previously. The

number :77 rrals a:ccr:!ing to incidents may be found in Table 3. The

number of re'e-rals by :-.rade level may be found in Table 4.

TABLE 3

REFERRALS BY INCIDENTS - SEPTEMBER

INCIDENT GRADE 7 GRADE 8 GRADE 9

Fighting 100 25, 3

Profanity 65 8 10

Threats 20 2 1

Class-cutting 50 5 6

Disrespect 15 20 1

Defiance
.

10 10 1

Smoking 30 12 1

Vandalism 15 0 0

Seventh graders found it considerably difficult to adjust to.junior

high school. After enjoying the security of the elementary school for six

years, they suddenly found themselves thrust into a),situation for which they

were not really prepared emotionally and, in many cases, academically. For

six years these students had known the comfort of one teacher per year. In

junior high scho1 they nad as many as seven teachers per day and as many as

15
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nine per we. Trey problems adjusting to a massive physical plant with

its many claz.sroons, laboratories, gymnasium, 1-ibrary, and other facilities.

'At thr, erd Df 7:inJ ts, they had to leave the security of one room, thread

through t,-a co:rifors among a throng of strangers looking for and sometimes

not findin;-.

the corrid:r,:. enj

classroom. A tendency to

tc :7ark on the walls led to

Ihe peer-group relationship played a prominent

push and shove, loiter along

many referrals by teachers.

role in these incidents. The

typical seventh grader, feeling very much like the child who did not belong,

took out many of his frustrations by striking out at other students. Re-

ferrals for fights composed a large percentage of the referrals, more so

than any other incident. Thirty-three (33%) percent of the total incidents

were from fights in grade 7, 31% in grade 8 and 13% in grade 9.

TABLE 4

REFERRALS BY GRADE LEVEL - SEPTEMBER

GRADE 7

305

GRADE 8

62

GRADE 9

23

Feeling the need to belong and to assert himself as a member of the

gang, seventh graders resorted-to profanity directed toward teachers and

other adults and students.

Many students require individualized treatment when presenting

serious discipline problems (Good and Brophy, 1973). Good and B%-ophy further
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suggest that the desired behavior be stressed, When a student shows seriously

disturbed bio!* ir scnool, such behavior is usually part of a larger patter'

of distur5ances ztr.c.: Brophy, 1973). There are some the teacher can

assist wi:-. If the low-achiever - and-these students were the lowest - is

relatively i:-:red end is treated with second class status, schools will

contine to see

Good and Brop:-.;

behavior:

The eighth and ninth graders involved in these incidents were students

repeating the grade level and used disruptive incidents as instruments

through which they could display their hostility and resentment of the situati

There were five students in grade nine who were sixteen and were merely await-

ing the end of the year to drop out.

The practitioner found, upon observing the teaching situation, that

(1) the greater concentration of problems existed in the Mathematics classroomF

where teachers were less flexible, (2) teachers that were insistent upon

:he low-achiever in a rebellious state (Good and Brophy, 1973)

strongly suggested focusing on the students school-related

clinging to the traditional approach had a high rate of discipline problems,

and (3) these teachers were in gross need of staff development that was

geared toward the reevaluating and.possible restructuring of their teaching

techniques.

Conformity in procedures is a favorite procedure of inflexible

teachers. I found this to be true of the Mathematics teachers. The students

would enter the room, take assigned seats, open textbooks, and begin to

follow a schedule that had been placed on the board. All of the movements in

the classroom were done as if they had been prompted by a cue. The teachers

17
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were orking with the stL:dents without being concerned about why computations

were perfor as :ney were. They were only interested in specific recall.

Few of them gave th stAents the reasons why certain computations were

needed. The. see,lej more concerned with completing the textbook than any-

thing else.

Traoizal teachers rely heavily upon recall questions and fifteen

out of the twenty teachers used these. The use of spontaneous questions

occurred in only five classrooms. The predominant pattern found in the

traditional classes was one in which recall and recognition questions were

directed toward individually designated students in an attempt to control

the climate. The subject matter to be covered was boring and had little

relevance for the students. Students resented being assigned a seat merely

because the teacher Used this as an expedient method for checking the rolls.

Very often the teachers were talking and no one was listening. In many

cases, the teacher had no lesson plan. The students, feeling aloof from the

learning situation, found a way to get the attention and concern for their

problems. They resorted to disrupting the classes at will.

As noted previously, I had unlimited observation periods and was,

therefore, able to gain first-hand knowledge of.the problems. I noted that

:in one mathematics class, the teacher did not call a roll, she simplY noted

if a seat were vacant. The student was marked absent. It is possible that

the student could have been in another seat. It is also - and seemed to be

possible - that the teacher did not know the students by name.

A Science teacher talked continuously about climate without any regard

for the climate in his room. Two students were turning the gas jets on and

18
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off. Another stu:ent was heating a thermometer with a match. Five students

in the rear f t'!..e room were having a discussion of their own on.sex. One

student T:elletF at the teacher and at students. .

In ic class, the teacher was reading a nespaper and appeared

to he ccr.-,pletey c,5ivious to the chaos. Three studeawere playing their

own composi:ic-%s that were devoid of any melody or harmony. A young boy

pounded furiously on the drums. A brass section each playing a different.

song was in full blast. Card players were in one corner and dice players

were in t.he other.

A mathematics teacher had placed a beautiful drawing of an isasceles

triangle on the board and was discussing the relationship between the base

angles and the opposite sides. She was unaware that no one was listening

until she asked a question.

One student in Art had to be removed from the room because he re-

fused to sit in an assigned seat which was next to a girl.

After identifying the,number of disruptive students by classes and

the teachers, other observations could be made. Table 2 shows that the

greatest concentration of the problems existed in the Mathematics and English/

Reading classes. Looking further into the situations upon which these

statistics were based, it was found thatthe roles of these teachers in class-

room management were not effective. The students entered the room and had no

specific directions to follow. In all of the classes except 3, no assignment

had been placed on the board, nor had any specific activity been planned.

The teachers stated that they were waiting to see how the students would act,

if they would assign or direct an activity. Two teachers stood and talked in

19
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the halls for:ten minutes leaving the students to roam freely,about the

room and ereadis2rder. A mathematics teacher stood very poised and

scowled at each st.ident wh,D entered. When questioned about it, she said

that the students cnsidered a teacher who smiled and spoke cheerfully to

them as a wea teac'ner.

Upon observation, I found that the teachers displayed

hostile attitudes also. Many of their responses to students were quick and

curt. All of the mathematics teachers dared the students to question them

on all issues. Seventy percent of these teachers often reminded the students

that, "I have mine. You have to get yobrs." They openly flaunted-the

students' low test scores in Reading and Mathematics. They were often re-

minded of their inability to read.

The French teacher was a young lady in her early twenties, who felt

the need to be liked by her students. She became so permissive that control

was impossible. Her reaction to the disrespect from students was to engage

in childish verbal clashes.

Ninety percent of the teachers found little to praise the students

for, but much to criticize and condemn them for. Whenever a student gave

the correct answer.in -a mathematics class, the teacher responded by sayin

"It's about time someone came up with an answer." She continued on by

berating the students, citing low test scores and low interest levels. The

students, in all cases, responded in the negative.

We had a problem that, if it were to be solved, would require sincere,

concerned and dedicated devotion to our students and their welfare. Table 3

shows the number of referrals by incident during September.

20
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It ns notej prevfously that seventh grade students had problems ad-

justinD to ju-!!pr i-;Y:;r1 school and to the other students in the eighth and

ninth gra::es Tnis is reflected in Tables 3 and 4.

Tat,e sn',1,e.s the number of disruptive incidents based on referrals

in Septe75er.

TABLE 5

DISRUPTIVE INCIDENTS (BASED ON REFERRALS)

CLUSTER- SEPTEMBER

Math
Teacher A

Student 1 5

Student 2 6

Student 3 6

Student 4 4

Student 5 5

Math
TeacheT B

Student-I
Student 2
Student 3

Math
leacher C

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

Math
Tea-Eher D

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4

7

5

6

4

4

5

5

6

5

5

4
6
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Table,5 (contir.Jed:,

CLUSTE SEPTEMBER

English/
Reading A

Student 1 3

Student 2 2

Student 3 2

Student 4 2

Student 5 4

Student 6 6

Student 7 2

Student 8 5

Student 9 3

Student 10 8

Student 11 9

Student 12 6

Englist-V

Reading B

Student 1 2

Student 2 2

Student 3 2

Student 4 3

Student 5 5

Student 6 4

Student 7 3

Student 8 4

Student 9 8

Student 10 8

English/
Reading E

Student 1 3

Student 2 3

Student 3 6

Student 4 6

Student 5 5

Music A

Student 1 5

Student 2 6

Student 3 2

Student 4 3

Student 5 2

2 2
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Table E. (eti

CL U c7=?.

Musi c D

Student
Studer.: 2

Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6

Geograaly A

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3

Geog rappy

SEPTEMBER

2

2

6

5

3

3

8

2

2

Student 1 5

StudiAt 2 5

Art B

Student 1 6

Student 2 6

Student 3 3

Student 4 4

Student 5 2

Art' C

Student 1 3

Student 2 4

Student 3 2

Studen t 4 6

Student 5 5

Home Economics B

Student 1 ,

2

Student 2 3

French C

Student 1
4

Student 2 3

Student 3 2

2 3
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lable 5 (ccrtin:Jei)

CLUSTE:7., SEPTEMBER

Science C

Student
Student 2 3"

Student 3 3

Student 4 6

Student 5 6

Student 6 5

Student 7 4

Science E

Student 1 6

Student 2 3

Student 3 4

Student 4 2

Student 5 3

Student 6 3

Student 7 5

Woodshop_D.

Student 1 3

Student 2 2

Student 3 3

Student 4 2

Student 5 3

WoodshoR E

Student 1 4

Student 2 2

Student 3 5

Student 4 1

Student 5 2

Among students with discipline problems, we were able to classify

certain individuaTs as "show-offs" who constantly sought attention. We

gave them attention by making them,team captains for projects.. We gave

24
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the "defiant ones' charioe to "hammer it out" making musical instruments

and weather nstrents. We used the drive of the "aggressive ones" to push

forward on pr-e2aii,7 a project and meeting a deadline.

AI: of t.ese statistics clearly pointed out a need for modification

of teachir,.:,. Y.::rs and student behaviors.

2 5



CHAPTER II

OBJECTIVES

EvAl'Jation of classroom teaching calls for criteria expressed in

terms of meaura5la qtimansions of behavior. Ihe complexity of transactions

in the c1assro7 calls for an analysis of the observable dimensions of the

process, using information gathered in the classroom as the events occur

(NCTM, 1966). The entire faculty and I decided that if Hamilton were to

survive disciplinary-wise and academically, our instructional program would

have to be restrUctured. I presented the statistics that I had collected

at that point. As noted previously, the severest problems were confined.

to grade seven and to twenty teachers. We talked, informally, about the

situations and I pointed out to the teachers thatjf we were the professionals

that we think we are, then we would aCcept constructive criticism as an

instrument for growth. I further stated that if our school were to serve the

needs of our students, it would be our task to reach that goal regardless of

previous personal biases. Every child had to be considered educable. I

asked each teacher to place himself in the child's position.

The counselor had prepared ten hypothetical situations for the

teachers to respond.to as if they were students. The list is found below.

Suppose You Were A Student

How would you react to:

1. Ihe fact that you know you can't read, yet the teacher is

always calling upon you to do so? The teacher, also, knows you Can't read.

- 22
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2. You how to find the answer, yet it takes a little time.

The teacher is r-ishin you.

3. :4av' 7.10 learn the dates of all of the battles in the Civil

War.

4. id where to sit each day.

5. Being berated in front of a girl that you like and hope to

impress.

6. Being called dumb.

7. Being told to learn math the best yray you can.

8. Being scowled at each day by the Principal.

9. Being told what is good for you and what is not.

10. Being "looked-down upon".

With the twenty teachers in full agreement, the Staff voted to re-

structure our pro§ram with concentration being placed on a small percentage

of our population - grade 7 and the twenty teachers.

We considered, but discarded, the idea of uniformity in following

a curriculum guide. Every teacher would teach the same material at the same

time within a time frame. We discarded this after considering that individual:.

learn at different rates and that we needed as Good and Brophy suggested

"individual treatment".

We discussed and discarded placing these students in special classes.

The students would view it as punishment and so would the teachers.

The Interdisciplinary Approach to Learning was explored and finally

agreed upon as a method to be used. The twenty teachers were assigned to

clusters with four teachers'in each group. Mathematics was the core
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discipline Er 21.71s.w.nre bui't around the Mathematics classes. Many

approaches .:(=r-. 1-y.lt concentration was centered on the laboratory and

stations ap;roFfh. The clusters were:

C7.Jste7-

Matheatics A
Englisn A
Music A
Geography A

Cluster B

Mathematics B
English B
Art B
Home Economics B

Cluster C Cluster D

Mathematics C Mathematics D

French C Music D

Art C Woodshop D

Science C Geography D

Cluster E

Mathematics E
English E
Woodshop E
Science E

Mathematics was selected as the core discipline because the greatest

number oF problems were referred from the Mathematics classes with all of

these being seventh graders. Many of these students were repeat offenders;

that is, they were problems in Geography and Art, too. We decided then to

educate through the experience already possessed by a boy; look at things

from his point of view--that is, lead him to educate himself. Throughout

one's whole mathematical course, it is important to teach a student through

his own experiments, through concrete examples worked out by him (Perry, 1970).

More recently, more educators have become dissatisfied with traditional

2 8
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methods. S:E. learn concepts best if they are led to discover the

themsel':es, experiences related to the physical world (Bruner, 1953).

There co.-Icep -.. the basis for selecting mathematics as a core and

the In'terzilar.,, Ipproach as our.method. The Interdisciplinary Approach

required ,in one discipline be prepared to correlate the other

disciplines win r.,is 6,4n. Since the Mathematics classes were causing more

frustrations that led.to problems, each discipline correlated Mathematics

within that discipline, thus showing a need and a relevance and destroying

the isolation of Mathematics from the other areas.

The laboratory approach was used in the Mathematics classes and the

stations approach was used in the other classes. Students in the Mathematics

classes were grouped according to skills and students.in the other classes

were grouped according to their Reading scores.

Performance Objectives For Teachers

We found that it would be necessary to plan and operate an inservice

program devoted to improving teaching behaviors. A list of the performance

objectives for the teachers in the program are found below.

1. The teacher will be able to write correctly the performance

objectives for each lesson to be taught.

2. The teacher will be able to set up behavioral hierarchies for
-

each child based upon his performance and progress along each step.

3. The teacher will.be able to implement plans for classroom in-

struction by administering screening tests, error patterns tests, making

individual assignments based upon scores.

4. The teacher will be able to set up learning stations.
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5. will be able to prevent or effectively cope with

classroom pr35ems.

ThE ;3a7 was in focus. The practitioner found it necessary

to modif j. t,eha.:iors, thus leading to a modification of student

behavibrs ra.fucing the elements that contributed to the discipline

problem. Tha to the discipline problem is involvement. Involvement is

becoming concerned for the student, no matter what his actions or academic

achievement. Involvement is encouragement and positive reenforcement.

None of this is easy. It is tempting to favor the obedient, intelli-

gent, high-performing pupil. The student who is a discipline problem must

know that we do not reject him as a person. He must feel confident that we

believe in him and in his innate ability to perform well. Instilling this

confidence takes.time and patience. It must be learned and practiced (Haffner,

1974). William Glasser Suggests: (1) promise yourself that tomorrow, no

matter how disruptive Tommy is, you will try to act as if this if the first

time he has behaved badly, (2) eliminate emotion-laden blaming and threaten-

ing. Keep the tone cool and crisp until Tommy gives some recognition of the

rules and makes some effort to comply, and (3) if Tommy is interferring so

seriously that he has to be taken out of the game to cool off, create a

place in your room where you can seArate--not isolate--Tommy from the class

(Glasser, 1974).

Performance Objectives for Students

If teaching behaviors had to be altered, certainly, student behaviors

had to be altered. A list of performance objectives for the students that

are aimed toward lessening discipline problems may be found below.

3 0
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1

Te st(fent will be able to use his energies toward constructive

and interen3 rr).-cts to circument fighting.

2 will be able to express himself and will be able

to partic op.,,r, discussions that require courtesy, control and clarity

to replace 7..rc7:ai

3. The stuc.ient will be able to implement, design and direct pro-

jects that will restore his self-esteem, and eliminate threats.

4. The student will be able to participate actively and to have

input in the classroom situation, thus reducing class-cutting.

5. The student will be able to lead a group discussion or project

which will point out the need for respect, cooperation, and adherence to

rules and regulations.

6. The student will be able to construct models that will give him

a sense of pride and appreciation.

We had assessed our situation. We had determined our objectives.

We were ready to proceed.



CHAPTER III

STRATEGIES ANU METHODS

Strateqj

The t.ty teachers concerned were in gross need of Staff Development

Sessions gearej :o4ird modifying teaching behaviors. While it became

necessary to arrange counseling sessions with the counselors and Crisis

Resource Teachers for the students, the classroom management problem was a

real one and required immediate attention.

Before planning and organizing a practicum of this type, I had con-

sidered resorting to punitive measures for students. However, a great body

of research evidence (reviewed in Bandura, 1969) shows that punishment is

primarily useful only for controlling misbehavior, not for teaching desired

behavior. A teacher or administrator who relies heavily on punishment instead

of management techniques will learn eventually that tension, frustration,

and conflict are the end result.

I had considered isolation from the total school population; however,

I realized that this would lead to more complex problems at a later date. If

a child is to live among his peers, he must learn to modify his behavior so

that he in no way interfers with the lifestyles of his peers. I realized

that it was left to the teachers and to me to devise a plan that would be

beneficial and would produce the desired outcomes.

I had to take a close look at what was happening in the classroom.

How was the teacher viewing the behavior of the students? Was there any bias

because of the teacher's expectations? Were there any other factors that

clouded a teacher's observations? Do the teachers realize that they have

2
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biases? Have 7Jhese teachers compared their behavior data with that of an-

other? F.as 7iafni.r taen a look at his teaching behaviors?

t'r:ese questions in mind, I met with the teachers and

presente7:

There a n.27ber o critical books that attack the present educatior.

al system a.',V.Dr teaching-training institutions as ineffective or self-

defeating. In stimulating thinking, especially the search for alternative

modes of instruction, these books are quite effective (Holt, 1964; Kohl, 1967;

Smith, 1969; Silberman, 1970).

The twenty teachers met with the Counselors, the Assistant Principals,

other members of the practicum team and me. Ihe specific roles of the members

of the practicum team were:

1. Assistant Principal: All three assistant principals had a

continuing responsibility to deal effectively with discipline problems as

they were referred to them-by teachers and other staff.

2. Guidance Counselor: The role of the guidance counselors was to

provide help with the students as related to:

o changing class placements

o attempting to establish causes for individual cases

of deviant behavior

o make recommendations to the practicum team based on

their findings'

o counseling with students regardipg personal problems

that related to their poor behavior patterns

3. Psvcholo7ist: As related to the practicum, the role of the

psychologist was to:

o administ3r and interpret tests

3 3
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with students .and teacher

sefinitive recommendations to the practicum team

ife-,tiff those severe behavior problems that school

pers37,el could handle and make the necessary referrals

4. T,7. Education Teachers (Crisis Resource): The special

education teachsrs were available to:

o consult with regular classroom teachers

o diagnose and prescribe for students; later given to

classroom teacher who needed assistance

o work with those lien/ severe cases that could not be

contained within the regular classroom setting

Staff Development Program Modifying_
Teaching Behaviors

The Staff. Development Sessions provided for experiences such as:

1. writing performance objectives

9 writing behavioral hierarchies

3. writing plans for classroom instruction

4. organizing a mathematics laboratory

5. setting up learning stations

6. video-taping mini-lessons

7. critiquing the video-tapes

8. observing and inter-visitation between colleagues

The Staff Development Sessions were scheduled on a monthly basis.

The practicum team and other recource individuals were present at each meeting.

The schedule for the Staff Development Sessions follows. Detailed accounts

for the classroom activities will be discussed in Methods.
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The -.4ac'ners ware taught to write performance objectives and

behaviora; t.I-Y planned for instruCtion based on the scores frci-,

the pre-test-i 7a5le 6). The laboratory approach was to.be used in

Mathematic; t s:Eitions approach was to be used in the, other Classes.

The pre-test ',:ould be used for individualizing the Mathematics classes

and grouping in the other classes.

TABLE 6

SCORES ON PRE.-TEST AND POST-TEST (MATHEMATICS)
REPRESENTS PERCENT CORRECT OUT OF 20 ITEMS

SEPTEMBER

Math Teacher A

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4

Math Teacher B

20
10
15

15

Student 1 30

Student 2 20

Student 3 30

Math Teacher C

Student 1 10

Student 2 5

Student 3 5

Student 4 10

Student 5 15

Math Teacher D

Student 1 25

Student 2 15

Student 3 30

Student 4 35

Math Teacher E

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Staden t 4

St -IRV. 5

Student 6 .

35

20

40
5

15

30
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In 1:fla 71E" dz-r-d., Mathematics instruction has placed greater stress

on the de.e1'):-an.-, pt.' an understanding of the structure of Mathematics. The

next shif: f a-: asis in school Mathematics may well be toward wider use

of metho;:'s on the other goals of instruction, while teaching

about the of Mathematics in a more meaningful way. Concerned

instructors have pegun to investigat the use of mathematical instruction

_ .
based on students' personal investigations and discoveries. They believe that

investigations of the environment will do far more good than traditional

teaching methods to build enthusiasm for and confidence in Mathematics, to

teach students to use their own ingenuity, and to relate mathematical ideas

and symbols to real objects. This type of instruction is referred to as the

laboratory approach (Kidd, Cilley, Myers, 1970).

The stations approach provided for a variety of individual assign-

ments in areas designated as stations. These assignments were multi-level.

The assignments were varied and appropriate. Teaching aids were placed at

each station. The teaching aids were:

..

o tape recorders
o controlled readers
o tachistoscopes
o overhead projectors
o calculators
o filmstrip projectors
o previewers, junior or senior

o television sets
'o motion picture projectors
o film loop projectors
o sight and sound system
o EDL Aud X equipment
o language masters
o shadowscopes
o appropriate tapes and filmstrips

o SRA kits in Reading and Mathematics
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T.D of '.esearch on teaching are extremely valuable because

they hat is known about teaching and call for more

research cr. c.:-J=stions. The reviews show that very few teaching

behaviors related to student achievement (Dunkin and Biddle,

1973; Rosens Furst, 1971). These materials are especially useful

to teachers who .ant to engage in self-study, programs, because they under-

line the fact that while empirical data can provide some direction, teachers

themselves have to assume the responsibility for evaluating the effectiveness

of their own classroom behavior.

TeacherS can use these sources to begin thinking about their class-

room behavior 6nd to develop plans for experimenting in the Classroom. Now

ever, we are perhaps .putting .the horse before the cart. Before changing,

the teacher needs to assess his present behavior. It is useful to ask, "Where

ath I?" before "Where am I going?" Teachers are too busy for much self-

observation and most operate in self-contained classrooms. Not all will have

the benefit of Video tape recording or regular supervision.

Good and Brophy suggest that teachers learn (1) to identify good .

behaviors, (2) start self-evaluatiori, (3) make explicit plans, (4) change

or alter instructional procedures, (5) interact with other teachers, and (6)

enroll An in-service programs.

A teaching strategy is good when two basic conditions are satisfied:

(1) students learn the material that they are supposed to master, and (2)

students are interested and find the learning process enjoyable so that

they initiate learning efforts of their own (Good and Brophy, 1973).
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It is -,he type of behavior that the teacher displays that

provokes a s7i:er t-ahavior in the child.

Self-e.;a .atn forms were completed by teachers as a means of pre-

testing th:iir The results may be found below. Each teacher

presented a min:-Iesson using one of the disruptive students among a selected

group from the teacher's classes. The sessions were video-taped and critiqued

by the entire team and teachers. The Tally Sheet for Teacher Nonverbal

Behavior was used to observe teaching behaviors. The teachers

became aware of many nonverbal behaviors that could have influenced the

learning situation.

The pre-tests that had been administered n all of the disciplines

were scored and the interpretation of these rt.:sults were used for individual-

izing the inStructional program. The results are Tables 6 and 7. The pre-

tests were -also used for writing the performance objectives and the behavioral

hierarchies. The performance objectives were written by the teachers in each

of the disciplines. Some objectives were included in all disciplines.

A schedule of activities for students was drawn up. The schedule

was interdisciplinary in scope--interrelating all disciplines7and thus

required careful planning within each cluster. Each cluster had to con-

cern itself with teacher needs and student needs. The'teachers met in a

large group initially and discussed and finally selected the units to be

covered. The units were:

o writing and composing music
o land composiiton and products
o preparing for a bazaar
o string sculpture
o setting up a french restaurant
o making weather instruments
o history of music and musical instruments
o making musical instruments

38
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planetarium
a planetarium

r.'251e7s

;raPhS

TABLE 7

SCRES ON PRE-TEST (READING/ENGLISH)
REPRESENTS GRADE LEVEL TAKEN FROM CTBS

PRE-TEST

English Teacher A

Student 1 3.9

Student 2 2.6

Student 3 4.7

Student 4 3.5

Student 5 2.2

Student 6 1.0

Student 7 2.9

Student 8 2.3

Student 9 3.0

Student 10 1.5

Student 11 1.0

Student 12 2.8

English Teacher B

Student,1 2.0

Student 2 3.6

Student 3 3.8

Student 4 4.1,

Student 5 1.6

Student 6 2.6

Student 7 2.6

Student 8 3.0

Student 9 2.0

Student 10 2.6

Eujish Teacher E

Student 1 3.4

Student 2 4.6

Student 3 3.0

Student 4 3.0

Student 5 2.5

3 9
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PRE-TEST

Music Tea.:r

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

Geography Teacher A

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3

Geogra.phy Teacher 0

Student 1
Student 2

Art Teacher B

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

Art Te8cher C

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

Home rconomics Teacher C
_ _ _ _

Student 1
Student 2

Science Teacher C

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Stu:!ont 4
Stu.'nt 5
Studr.:nt 6

Student 7 40

4.6
3.9
2.0

5.6

6.0

1.0
2.3

1.5

2.2

2.9

2.6

4.7
1.0
3.6
2.0

1.6
3.0
2.6
2.1

2.0

2.0

3.9

2.0
1.6

3.5
2.9
1.5

1.0

2.8



Table Y

Science

Student
Student
Student
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7

Woodshop Teacher D

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

WoodshokTeacher E

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

French Teacher C

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3

- 37 -

PRE-TEST

3.8

2.9
6.3
5.6
5.7

5.0
3.7

2.9
3.8
5.6
5.9
6.0

5.8
7.1

7.5
8.0
7.9

6.4
7.5
6.9

AP

Both teachers and students had needs. All of them were in need of

positive self-images. The teachers needed to feel that the students Were

listening and were becoming involved. The students needed to be heard and

needed to be involved.
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Tty of the problems had occurred in the Mathematics

classes, 7:77:: fe..1t that students could not equate the importance

and relev.. -777-.tcs to their daily lives. Many students had

stated tHs: Y defiance in the Mathematics classes. Mathematics

was, the-efc,r t core discipline and each module of instruction in-

cluded Mathema:ics. The modules required nine weeks of instruction. Charts

and graphs and verbal problems were required in all clusters. These units

relied heavily upon the student's ability to read, to interpret, to compute,

and to draw conclusions. The entire schedule follows on page 39.

The rationale for.a schedule of this type was based on previous re-

search concerning the disruptive student. It has been found that disruptive

students have enjoyed few successes in school. If students are to work at

school tasks with vigor and enthusiasm, they must be able to do the tasks

they are asked to perform. Few of us work very long if we do not enjoy

success in the process. Students ability to do school assignments deter-

mines to a large degree whether they form the belief that they can learn

independently. One way of looking into classrooms is to assess the match

between what the teacher asks the student to do and what the student is cap-

able of doing (Good and Brophy, 1973).

With this firmly in mind, the teachers divided up into the disciplines

and developed the performance objectives. The objectives follow.

Performance Objectives for Students

Mathematics:

1. The student will be able to add whole numbers with and without

grouping.

2. The stivient will be able to subtract two whole numbers with and

without recrouping.

4 2
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interisciplinary Approach to Learning: Grade 7
ClJsters (9 weeks, 4 advisories-)

Cluster 7 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
Cu1minatin7,

Activity

A wri:2, land verbal charts;

co7png composi- problems graphs

music tion,
products

Open House

B preparing verbal strong charts,

for a problems sculpture graphs

.bazaar

Open House

setting up charts, making verbal

A French graphs weather problems

restaurant instruments Open House

D history charts, making verbal

of music graphs musical problems

and instru- instru-

ments ments Open House

E designing building verbal charts,

a plane- the problems graphs

tarium plane-
tarium

Open House

3. The student will be able to multiply whole numbers with single

digits and a multiple number of digits.

4. The student will be able to place the partial products correctly.

5: The student will be.able to divide with: (a) one-digit

division, one-digit dividend; (b) one-digit division, two-digit dividend

with and without a remainder; (c) multiple-digit divisor and dividends with

and without remainder.

4 3
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D. M.'2 s::..ten: will be able to define common fraction.

7. The s.:J:lent will be able to identify common fractional parts.

E. be able to write commc,n fractions in decimal

and perce.17

9. The be able to perform the basic operations upon

the three fraction forms.

10. The student will be able to measure areas with rulers.

11. The student will be able to measure areas with tape measures

and steel rulers.

12. The student will he!able to compute distances given a map and
1

a scale.

13. The student will be able to read a thermometer.

14. The student will be able to convert from one unit of measure

to another.

15. The student will be able to read and to solve verbal problems.

16. The student will be able-to read charts and graphs.

Enylish/Reading:.

1. The student will be able to read verbal problems.

2. The student will be able to solve problems.

3. The student will be able to read musical compositions.

4. The student will be able to read the history of music.

5.. The student will be able to read and to follow directions.

6. The student will be able to write sentences.

7. The student will be able to identify parts of speech based

on their use in a sentence.

8. The student will be able to write compositions.

4 4
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9. The sm.:fent will be able to read charts and graphs.

10. Tne s-...;:en: will be able to write rhyme schemes.

1

2.

Thz

Thz

will be able to recite the vocabulary.

st:ic:ert will be able to write sentences using the vocabulary.

3. The student will be able to write a menu in.French.

4. The student will be able to name the parts of a restaurant

in French.

5. The student will be able to locate points on charts and graphs,

6. The student will be able to translate the English names of

weather instruments into French names.

7. The student will be able to conjugate verbs.

8. The student will be able to read and to translate dialogue.

9. The student will be able to sing French songs.

Music:

1. The student will be able to write and to sing the C scale.

2. The student will be able to define musical terms.

3. The student will be able to identify notes on the treble

clef and the bass clef.

4. The student will be able to read histories of music.

5. The student will be able to identify notes by their tones.

6. The student will be able to identify musical instruments.

7. The student will be able to play at least two musical

instruments.
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2.

lands.
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The st..lent will be able to identify land masses.

7-te s:...te'lt will be able to read and to sing music' from other

3. The student will collect pictures of musical instruments from

home and abroad.

4. The student will be able to read charts and graphs.

5. The student will be able to draw pictures of land masses and

label them.

6. The student will be able to name the chief products of land

masses,.

Art.

The student will be able to name the composition of land masses.

8. The student will be able to read and to solve verbal problems.

1. The student will be able to

2. The student will be able to

3. The student will be able to

4. The student will be able to

5. The student will be able to

6. The student will be able to

7. The student will be able to

8. The student will be able to

real model and a picture as a model.

9. The student will be able to

identify primary and secondary colors.

identify the types of sculpture.

draw simple line'designs.

paint following a color scheme.

draw letters in various forms.

design a menu.

design booths for a bazaar.

draw weather instruments using a

design pictures using string.

10. Using old maps with color schemes, the student will be able to

paint-71 likeness.

4 6
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Home Econ:s:

1. st.J.-ient 1iil be able to plan a bazaar in its entirety.

2. will be able to cook :the necessary items based

upon the ev.ec:e:

3. Tne st:2:ent will be able to read and to solve verbal problems.

4. The student will be able to draw simple line'designs.

5. The student will be able to design pictures using string.

6. The student will be able to read charts and graphs.

7. rhe student will be able to measure using rulers, measuring

cups, measuring spoons and tape measures.

Scic e:

1. The student will be able to measure using rulers and steel

tapes.

2. lht. student will be able to read weather charts.

3. The student will be able to read: (a) thermometers, (b)

barometers, (c) hygrometers, and (d) sonometers.

4. The student will be able to construct a simple weather vane.

5. The student will be able to identify the planets through a

telescope.

6. The student will be able to identify the Milkyway through a

telescope.

7. The student will be able to identify the North Star.

8. The student iill be able to identify various constellations.

9. The student will be able to read a compass.

10. The student will be able to read and to solve verbal problems.
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Woods:hop:

1. Tre s:u7ient will be able to read charts and graphs.

2 sr:ten will be able to meaSure. using: (a) rulers, (b) tape

flieasur'es, (c) s7ee: apes, (d) calipers, and (e) transit.

3. The sl:ul'ent will be able to draw scale models.

4. The student will be able to construct a replica of his scale

model.

5. The Student will be able to design a musical instrument on

6. The student will be able to construct a replica of his musical

7. The student will'be able to design a planetarium on paper.

8. The student will be able to construct a replica of his design.

With the objective's written, the teachers assembled in clusters and

began to correlate the activities. Unit 1 in Cluster A was "Writing and

Composing Music. Each teacher in.the cluster began to list activities that

he would include for his -discipline. The Mathematics teacher would con-

centrate on equivalent fractions since musical timing relies on the use of

common fractions. The Geography teacher would plan activities to include the

History of Music and students would undertake.projects to learn about music

in various countries In the English class, the students would write poems

set to meter and eventually would write lyrics. Ihe music teacher would have

his students working with the English class to write the music for the lyrics.

The mathematics students would assist in writing the composition and set the

scale.

paper.

4 8
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ih the first unit was "Preparing for a bazaar." The Homer:

Economics collect and organize the items for sale. -The mathe-

matics responsible for determining the cost of the items.

The cost was , 5.? 7:-:.-termined in accordance with the expected profit. The

profits would ba usec: to buy materials for other units. The Art class would

design and construct the signs, displays and booths. The English students

would check all displays and signs for grammatical errors.

The students in Cluster C would set up a French Restaurant as their

first unit. Tha Mathematics and Art classes would work cooperatively on the

design and construction of the restaurant. The French class would prepare the

menus and the Mathematics Class would determine:the cost. Students in the

Science class would determine, based on atmospheric conditions, the best

location for the restaurant, the most comfortable room temperatures, the

temperatures for foods to be served or to be frozen and preserved.

The teachers in Cluster D talked animatedly about the activities that

they would include ip the unit "History of Music and Instruments." Since

the third unit would be :centered on making musical instruments, the first

unit would be used as a foundation. The Mathematics and Woodshop teachers

planned activities on measurement. The Geography teacher and the Music teacher

planned.activities on the History of Musie. In talking with the teachers in

Cluster A during a later session, the two clusters worked cooperatively on

the History. The Music classes would present an assembly program devoted to

music from other lands and times.

The teachers in Cluster E were certain that the first unit for their

students would create interest. Activities would be planned for designing a

4 9
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planetariu7:. in the Mathematics and Woodshop classes would be

centered sdn and construction. The Science classes mould .provide

all _scie!':tic re:essary to assure proper placement of the telescope

and other physi.:a7 faatures. The English students would have reading lessons

devoted to iearning &pout the galaxies and how to locate them.

Each unit was discussed and each teacher started-to think in terms of

his contribution to the total project. Many of the teachers stated that

until they began to work and plan cooperatively, they were only concerned

with completing a chapter within a certain time frame. One mathematics

teacher admitted that it had not occurred to her before.that. she could lead

-.her students to_discover the relationship_between.mathematics. and other

disciplines. She admitted that she taught mathematics for mathematics sake

and made no attempt to show its relevance to anything else. .An excitement and

enthusiasm eluded'frOM the group. -This ropresented a sign of hope. The

teachers were concerning themselves with making the subject matter meaningful.

As they talked with each other, they could see that they would enjoy the

lesson as well as the students. The Music teacher,. who had previously sat and

read the newspaper, stated that until he worked with-the teachers in his

cluster, he had. never Considered nor thought about teaching music in this

manner. A stern and rigid English teacher stated, "I am now pregnant with

ideas."

Enthusiasm is an important teacher behavior for capturing and main-

taining student interest. If handled properly by the teacher, the intervening

days before a big event can'be made more enjoyable by the teacher's enthusias:17
_

forthe event (Good and Brophy, 1973).
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;-e-tests and the patterns test from Mathematics, the

students ,,ere. -f-idividual assignments. The students in the other

disciplines .ere .i.-DJ7ed according to their reading scores. It must be

noted here tha.t e 7,er,era1 composition of these classes was heterogeneous

in nature.

The Mathematics classes were individualized using a laboratory and

a stations approach. The students were given a screening test. On the

basis of performance, a patterns test was devised and administered. This

test allowed the teacher to determine a pattern of errors and thus a starting

point.

._A prescription .and terminal ..objectives. were wri.tten f.or_eack

An assignmenL chart was prepared listing the area of concentration. and the

activities and tests for each student. An individual folder was prepared for

each student so that he could chart his own progress.. Profiles--records--of

the students' progress was kept by the teacher. Learning stations were set

up with proper worksheets, learning packages and machines to aid in achieving

the objectives. .

The English classes were tested and w;signed in the same manner. .as

the Mathematics classes. Within the other disciplines, the students were

grouped according to their reading scores and the .groups were assigned one

segment of the total class project.

Extensive testing and pre-planning occurred in September 1974, and,

therefore, provided a foundation upon which we could build further sessions.

The complete list of activities follows.

October Progress reports by all teachers

November Observations by practicum team
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Dec.e7t-Ir

janL,,irj

Ari!

Observations by practicum team

Inter-visitation oetween the clusters

Visits to Open Space Schools
Visits to Title I Laboratories
Visits to Arithmetic Clinic and School of

Education, University of Maryland

May Summaries

June Open House

During the month of October 1974, teachers could see a change in

behavior patterns regardless of how small the change. Now that students were

involved in projects with each other, they carried on meaningful conversations.

Terms like constellation, profit and loss, one-eight time,.and meter_crept

into the conversations and profanity was heard less. Some arguments did

occur but they were the result of the students challenging each other or

boasting about the part that each would play in the total, project. The

students in Cluster C were looking forward to their visit to a French Restauran

and they became more conversant in French. Some of them gave their orders

in the school cafeteria in French much to the dismay of the Cafeteria employees

Class-cutting lessened after the "word spread" about how Mathematics Teacher

A had learned to smile. Teacher attitudes had begun to change and teachers

felt more comfortable. They felt that they were beginning to control the

learning situation. I found fewer referrals coming to my office and I found

fewer teachers storming into my office in a state that bordered on hysteria.

The practicum observers, Dr. Tony Minus, Dr. Clark Houston, and Dr.

Otho Jones, visited the teachers during November and December. The classroom

situation had taken a decidedly different course. Gone were the seating

5 2



charts. The rusned into the Mathematics classes and began to work

immediate sec,red tapes and filmstrips that had been aSsigned anc:

began to o- 7.1.Thines and worked independently. The Music students

could har in the rehearsal for the assembly program. The Home

'Economics class bsiiy separating items collected for the bazaar. One

group was deciding on the number of booths there would be. The Mathematics

class and the Woodshop classes in Clusters D and E were working together in

the woodshop. The English and Music classes in Cluster A were working to-

gether on their compositions. The Geography teacher was not asking for specif:

recall of dates. She, instead, very easily led a discussion about music in

the fifties. She-had records ef-music-in the.fifties-tosupplementthe

discussion. She was overwhelmed by the interest that the students showed as

they bombarded her with questions.

Teacher A in Mathematics noted that for the first time during her

career, students were actUally "turned on" to math. The students were proud

of the fact that the Music students were depending on them for the timing

needed for their compositions.

The English/Reading teachers published student compositions in the

school newspaper. The French students visited a French restaurant sO that

their restaurant could be as authentic as possible.

The practicum observers shared interesting activities from all of the

classrooms. Each teacher was encouraged to use his planning period to

visit his colleagues. This led to teachers sharing effective strategies.

At the same time, it allowed for student exposure to a variety of learning

experiences.
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Teac=:- in .Science gave much information to the Geography teachers

concerning te land composition. Students were enchanted with

the .Water Cyc. They learned how to form clouds and how to dust -a cloud

to make it rain.

Mathematics teacher D shared his lesson on "The Need for Standard

Measures" by performing experiments_using body units.

During the months of February, March, and. April, the teachers visited

open space schools. These were: Bruce-Monroe and Randle Highlands..

These schools use the cluster approach and they teachers were able to see the .

importance of pldnning, classroom management, and Cooperative teaching. These

-Were-eleMent"ary -schools-and-since-the-majority-of-the-students-involved-in-

this program at Hamilton were performing on an elementary level, the teachers:

were able to exchange ideas.

Staff Development Visitations

Title I Laboratories

The visit to the Title I Laboratories offered another approach to

solving the problem. The Title I Laboratories in Redding and in Mathematics

use the skills approach. Students are tested and taught according to the

weakness that is prominent.

rhe Title I Laboratories were completely indTVidpalized and used the

open classroom concept, therefore, classroom management was very important.

The students were taught individually depending upon the results on a

Screening Test. The students worked at_their own pace and were net required

to complete an assignment within any time frame. They were allowed to move

freely about the room with control to use any manipulatives, machines,
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or other cre*_-ai c.7)-1p1te ;heir assignments. This is the open space

concept.

The ' 7e:!chers were quite helpful in sharing the reason for

.their succei,:;. Ea:- 7itle I Teacher workes with an Educational Aide who

assumes ma;ly t're clerical responsibilities. The Aide is also responsible

for duplicating all materials and therein lies the TitleI secret to success.

The Title I Teacher must be able to anticipate every problem that a student

will encounter. The teacher must prepare a lesson for each of these problems

beforehand. The Aide duplicates all of these lessons. When the problem

occurs, the teacher or the Aide removes the lesson from the files and gives

it to the child. The teacher cannot wait until the problem occurs and then

prepare.

The Title I Programs are success-oriented and do not refer to

failures in any manner. Praise and motivation are always a part of the pro-

gram. Building good self-image is as important to these programs as raising

the test scores.

Arithmetic Clinic

A visit to the Arithmetic Clinic at the University of Maryland was

most beneficial. The teachers could see how learning stations are set up and

were given literature that would be helpful in their setting.up learning

stations. The teachers were also fortunace to be able to talk with instructor

about the Diagnostic-Prescriptive Methods.

They were taught to write the behaviol-al hierarchy based on test

performances. A behavioral hierarchy is simply a program written for a desirec:

outcwe in education known as a terminal objective. If the terminal

objectiie for a student is "The student will be able to subtract two two-

digit numbers with regrouping", the teacher simply writes pre-requisites that

will lead to th-2 attF:in7ent of this objicti.:e.
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hierarchy for this is written below.

erarchy for Subtraction With Regrouping

i Post-Test.

I Mastered

Subtracti"Uri
with Regrouping 1<:-

Post-Test
Mastered

1%

Oost-test .1 Subtraction
Mastered No regrouping

1

1 Subtraction 1
: Tests

1

Post-test
Not Mastered

56
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Post-Test

Not Mastered

;.! Post-test

.! Not Mastered
;
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Open House

r:Iled around and the time came for Open House, enthusiasm

and anxiet.;.' T'i:7 watchwords. There was a bazaar; musical and weather

instruments ';:i-re cpiay. There was a planetarium, and a French Restaurant

complete with Fr:inch menus. String sculpture dotted the walls of the

restaurant. This was truly a panorama of cooperative education.

Staff De.Veloppent Sessions

-Staff Development Sessions were held on the first Wednesday of each

month at the close of the school day. I met with the twenty teachers on the

third Monday in each month at the close of school. At each meeting, I was

encouraged by the teachers' newly found self-assuredness in planning and con-

trolling the learning situation. Each one admitted that the systematic

classroom management gave them the necessary control. By knowing each day

the direction that the class would take each teacher faced each class with

more confidence in.himself and he inevitably transmitted his feelings of self

confidence to the students.

During the school day, I met with teachers during their planning

periods to give moral support and to provide any administrative support

that might be required. If a teacher needed field trip approval, I wanted

to be readily available to approve the project. Should it become necessary

to alter the schedule for the day, I wanted a firsthand observation of the

need for such. I was totally involved. I met also with the students, the

counselors and the Crisis Resource teacher in an effort to mediate any

difficulty that still existed. The students were beginning to feel good about.

themselves and.their performances and this was evidenced by the decline in

problems. This decline can be noted in Table 13.
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I ,:isits to the classrooms. Very often I was greeted

by one cf the st.,:e-ts who had a project or paper that he was proud of.

Students ti7e, greeted me with a scowl, greeted me with a smile.

The teachers dLt n:t ail...pear to be as nervous as they were before the project

began. BoT.h stuients and teachers felt that I was there to lend support

and not to criticize or to snoop. I was as much a part of the project as

they were. Learning was taking the place of discipline problems and educatien

was moving forward.

The students spoke with candor and were quite animated as they re-

viewed the day's activities. The boys were especially proud of the musical

and weather instruments that they were designing and building.

The students who visited the French restaurant were telling about

ordering foods in French and were anxious to design their own menus.

Home Economics students were busily soliciting used jewelry to sell

at the bazaar. They chatted gaily about the booths to be constructed.

Methods

When school opened in September 1974, Hamilton had not solved its

discipline problems and referrals began, again, to pour into my office_ The

number of referrals had decreased in grades 8 and 9, but the numbers in

grade 7 had increased. We were once again encountering the 7th grade ad-

justment problem. This time, however, we were prepared to deal with the

problems. We had an experimental program that was interdisciplinary in scope

and was heavily saturated with success-oriented activities.

The students in the Mathematics classes were pre-tested using informal

teacher-made tests. The teach6rs felt as if they were as well qualified as
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anyone to testl: inasmuch as they knew exactly which weaknesses

were usualL, Z:777: to stujents in math and could design a test that would

reflect t'lese.

Error Patterns Test
.

After the pre-tests were given, each student was given a second test

to determine a pattern of errors. This is called an Error Patterns Test.

One of the problems that had been done incorrectly was selected and four

more of the same type were given to the student to see if he made the same

error each time. If he did, this constituted a pattern. If he did not,

another problem of another type was selected and the process was repeated.

An Error Patterns Test

This is taken from an Error Patterns Test.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

36 95 76 42'

+ 49 + 48 + 39 + 98

715 1,313 1,015 1,310

In each problem, the student failed to re-group.' The teacher could find the

problem easily.

Behavioral Hierarchy

When a eakness was realized, the teacher wrote a behavioral hierarchy

for a tervinal objective. If a student's terminal objective was "the student

will be able to add two-digit numbers with regrouping," the teacher simply

wrote a list of prerequisites and progress test to allow him to reachthat

objective. This is called abehavioral hierarchy. Only one terminal
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objective ar. 'erarchy were written, the teacher recorded the diagnosis

-

and the reqired. The student was assigned to the station that
.

had materials -,7,7e.jiating the difficulty.

The 5eh,:: hierarchy was written for the student.

'Po St-test

.MasterA

!Addition
IlFacts

Post-test .

Mastered

Addition
--;;No Regrouping

Post-test
; Mastered

/I\

.! Addition PoSt-test I

1 with regrouping Not Mastered !

:! Post-test

Not Mastered

6 0

--;1 Post-Test I

Not Mastered
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Laboratory and Stations Approaches

The "a:-.e71:ics classes used the laboratory and the stations

approaches. 7:-.e classes used machines and manipulatives almost

exclusively. Th,_, 7a:hine3 used in the Mathematics laboratory classes were:

o overhead projector
o tape,recorder
o calculator
o filmstrip projector
o record player

Since the laboratory approach dealt heavily with allowing students

to learn by discovery, many manipulatives were used. The manipulatives

were:

o instruments for measuring
o instruments for counting
o drawing instruments
o mathematics games and puzzles
o geometric models
o devices for linear measure
o objects that show ratio
o materials to show fractional numbers
o materials to show volume
o equipment for demonstrating weight
o flash cards
o Cuisenaire roos
o affitiplication machines
o flash dial cards
o mirror cards
o Abacus

The proper worksheets accompanied each machine or were placed at tte

proper station.

The classes using the stations approach had desks placed in a group

according to the skill to be mastered. These skills were:

Station 1 Addition facts
Station 2 Addition with and without regrouping
Station 3 Subtraction facts

Station 4 Subtraction with and without regrouping
Station 5 Multiplication facts
St,!tion 6 The multiplication algorithm
Station 7 Division facts
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The division algorithm
Fraction forms, concepts and operations
Enrichment (games, puzzles, projects)

...

All 7±1 manipulatives, and other materials were pre7

pared and assee::.! 5i.fore classes. When the students entered the room, the

teacher was weitir.g to greet them and direct them toward the day's activity.

Usually a class followed a schedule of strict control, although it.had

appearances to the contrary... ..T.hPe Yerp.open clas,srpoms There is a tendency

for this concept to be misunderstood. An open classroom dOes not allow for

the child to roam about the room at will. He moves constantly, but he moves

with control. Students were given orientation sessions to acquaintthem with

the machines and manipulatives. They were taught to move about the room

using the resources at their disposal.

manner:

A Typical Classroom Sett-if-a

A typical classroom setting may be outlined in the following

1. Report to class on time.

2. Get individual folders from a place designated to hold them.

3. Report to learning station or machine.

These students worked at their own pace; thus, if an assignment were

no completed, a 'student placed it in his folder and completed it the next

day or whenever his ability led him to,do so.. This did-not present a problem

for the students became relaxed and confident and di,' 'not require an extra-

ordinary amount of time to complete an assignment.

4. Remove worksheet from the folder placed by the machine or at

the station.

6 2
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5. 'mmediately.

6. .=,a7, :7..,.irself of all resources.

7. Ca fne teacher when you need assistance.

8. PLice assignment in your.folder if it has not been

cOmpleted or corrected.

9. Place foTder in the proper place.

...Papers were graded immediately: This allowed the student to correct

any errors. This "instant success" did much for the student's self image.

Once a student had experienced success, he began to work faster and many

students asked for more work.

The classes in the other disciplines were organized in the same

manner as the Mathematics classes. The only difference was that the

Mathematics students were taught individually and in the other classes the

students were groupod according to reading scores. Each group worked on a

segment of the total class project.

In one Geography class, the groups divided up the responsibility for

exploring the History of Music and Musical Instruments. The groups were:

1. Music in Antiquity

2. The Renaissance

3. The Baroque Era

4. The Romantic Era

5. Arabic Music

6. East Asian Music

7. Southeast Asian Music

The students in Cluster A studied about writing and composing music.

Much oi the information from the history of music was included. One specific
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topic covere-2 tne Christian Chant. Groups discussed:

1. Cha..-1:-;n:1 of the Scriptures

2. zsalrls

3. Post-plioal prayers

4. MelisT.atio songs

5. Melodic patterns (modes)

6. Musical notation

7. Vocal and instrumental music

8. Developing Clefs

They found that early musical forms arose from the practice of adding

new material to material already existing. A chain of additions. A chart

used in the Georgraphy and Mathematics classes follows that shows this chain

of additions.

Liturgical Texts
1

Melody added

; Gregorian Chant j

1

'
declamatory changing
on one tone

No Melody

1

chant using
many tones

Accentus Concentus

1

1

one tone per a few tones

syllable sung per syllable

by choir used by choir

Syllabic Neumatic

Chant Chant

6 4

many tones
per syllable
sung by solo

1

I

Melismatic
Chant

1

new texts .adde:-.

to expanded
textless meii

Torope

Sequence
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The procedures in all of the clusfers were the same, thus

allowing 7o: ency in the classroom discipline.

r each segment was completed, a post-test was given

and then anthe:' before moving to the next skilLor segment. The

progress of each student was charted carefully.,
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATTONA

Psy&ol:-,;ists, educators, and learning theorists have devoted years

to the study of the processes by which learning takes place. Their findings

have caused many to question traditional teaching methods and to search for

something more in accord with the dynamics of learning. These ideas have

lead to the laboratory approach_and related teaching techniques (Kidd, Cilley,

Myers, 1970).

Jerone Bruner is one prominent learning theorist whose ideas support

a departure from the traditional approach. Any domain of knowledge can be

represented in three ways: (a) by a set of actions appropriate to achieving

a certain result (enactive representation), (b) by a set of summary images or

graphics that stand for a concept without defini t fully (ironic re-

presentation), and (c) by a set of symbolic or logical propositions drawn

from a symbolic system that is governed by rules or laws for forming and

transforming propositions (symbolic representation) . . . the sequence in

which a learner encounters a body of knowledge affects the difficulty he will

have achieving mastery (Bruner, 1964).

Many tools exist for evaluation. Many educators think only in terms

of evaluating students. The situation at Hamilton required evaluation of

teachers as well as students. During the first Staff Development Session the

twenty teachers were asked to evaluate themselves.

Table reflecting,the responses in September 1974 and May 1975

. follows.
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TABLE 8

TEA:HER SELF-EVALUATION RESPONSES

Item

1.

'5eRterODI
Yes No. Yes

June
No

Objectives

a. 10 10 20 0

b. 5 15 20 0

C. 15 5 20 0

d. 0 20 '20 0

e. 0 20 20 0

2. Student-Teacher
Relationships

a. 10 10 17 3

b. 15 5 0 20

c. 15 5 20 0

d. 15 5 1 19

e. 5 15 20 0

1) 0 20 20 0

2) 0- 20 20 0

3) 0 20 20 0

f. 10 10 20 0

g. 12 8 17 3

h. 17 3 17 3

3 Use of Materials

a. 1 19 20 0

b. 7 13 15 5

c. 0 20 20 0

4. Presentation

a. 8 12 15 5

b. 10 10 15 5

c. 7 13 20 0

d. 0 20 20 0

5. Clarity of materials

a. 3 17 20 0

b. 6 14 20 0
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TE:CHER SELF-EVALUATION CLARIFICATION

ITEM

1. Objecs ,tre the objectives of the unit clear?
Is attainment of the objectives assessed by the test?
'kere the objectives appropriate to the group?

d. Are the objectives meaningful to the group?

e. Will.attainment of the objectives be valuable to the

students?

2. Student-Teacher
Relationship

3. Use of
Materials

Presentation

5. Clarity of
Materials.

a. Did I help everyone whenever possible?
b. Did I favor some more than others?
c. Did I praise good work?
d. Did I give inappropriate criticism?
e. Was each student clear about his responsibilities

in the classroom?

1) getting.out materials
2) putting away materials
3) working independently
Was I neat?

g. Was I courteous and pleasant?
h. Was I too gruff?

a. Did I specify appropriate materials for the lesson?

b. Did I give enough time to assessment of materials

and methods?
c. Were students who needed it assigned appropriate

remedial work?

a. When addressing the class, was my voice clear?

b. Were my statements and questions understandable?

c. Did each student get a chance to participate?

d. Were the students attentive?
e. Were the students bored?

a. Are all parts of the unit clearly related?

b. Is the purpose of each part evident?
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ThE. in September clearly point out that it never occurred

to teachers : ok at their teaching styles. It never occurred to

them that. 'r be doing something wrong. To impart subject matter was

their goal. I: oir..; r.o; matter how the subject was to be taught as lrig as

the course of st.,:dy and the textbook were covered. The perfect teacher does

not exist. All of us who attempt to influence student learning can refine

existing teaching skills, discard ineffective techniques, and develop new

tactics (Good and Brophy, 1973).

Teachers must understand that the crUcial aspects of teaching are

task presentation, remediation, and enrichment (Good and Brophy,

1973). The students were given pre-tests in Mathematics using an instrument

designed by teachers. Scores for grouping in the other disciplines were

taken from the CTBS.

TABLE 9

SCORES ON PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST (MATHEMATICS)
REPRESENTS PERCENT CORRECT OUT OF 20 ITEMS

September May

Math Teacher A

Student 1 20 80

Student 2 10 80

Student. 3 15 70

Student 4 15 80

Math Teacher B

Student 1 30 85

Student 2 20 80

Student 3 30 90
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Tdble 9

September May

Student 1 10 80

Student 2 5 85

Student 3 5 85

Student 4 10 90

Student 5 15 75

Math Teacher

Student 1 25 95

Student 2 15 80

Student 3 30 90

Student 4 35 95

Math Teacher E

Student 1 20 85

Student 2 40 95

Student 3 5 80

Student 4 15 75

Student 5 40 90

Student 6 30 85
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TAKE 10

rr,...1-::ST AND POST-TEST tREADING/ENGLtISN)

:SENTS GRADE LEVEL TAKEN FROM CTBS

Pre-Test Post-Test Gain

Englisil TeWleylA

Student 1 3.9 4.6 .7

Student 2 2.6 3.8 1.2

Student 3 4.7 5.0 .3

Student 4 3.5 3.9 .4

Student 5 2.2 3.0 .8

Student 6 1.0 - P..5 1.5

Student 7 2.9 3.3 ./...

Student 8 2.3 2.8 r.,

Student 9 3.0 4.1 1.1

Student 10 1.5 2.0 .5

Student 11 1.0 2.0 1.0

Student 1? 2.8 3.6 .8

English Teacher D
,

Student 1 2.0 3.1 1.1

Student 2 3.6 4.8 1.2

Student 3 3.8 4.0 .2

StudPnt 4 4.1 5.2 1.1

Student 5 1.6 2.0 .4

Stuth)nt 6 2.6 3.6 1.0

Student 7 2.6 3.9 1.3

Student 9 3.0 5.4 ?.4

St./dent 9 2.0 4.8 2.8

Student 1(1 2.6 4.6 2.0

Eng:ishjether. E

Student 1 3.4 3.9 -5

Student 2 4.6 5.2 .6

Student 3 3.,-.; 4.8 1.8

Student 4 3.0 5.2 2.2

Student 5 2.5 4.0 1.E

Music Teacher A

Studet 1 4.6 5.9 1.3

Student 2 3.9 5.7 1.8

Student 3 2.0 4.0 2.0

Stmlz,nt 4 5.6 6.6 1.6

Student 5 6.0 6.3 .3

7 i

Loss

o

0

0

0
0

o
0
o
o
0

o
0

0

a
0
0

o
0

o
o
o
o
0

0

0
0
o
0

0
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Table 10

-_-_-__
Geography_jeace.if-.

Student 1
Student 2
Student 3

GeoorujiyTeacher D

Pre-Test Post-Test Gain

1.0 2.5 1.5

2.3 2.8 .5

1.5 2.0 1.5

Student 1 2,2 3.0 .8

Student 2 2.9 3.3 .4

Art Teacper 8

Student 1 2.6 3.8 1.2

Student 2 4.7 5.0 .3

Student 3 1.0 2.0 1.0

Student 4 3.6 4.8 1.2

Student 5 2.0 3.1 1.1 o

Art Teacher q.

Student 1 1.6 2.0 .4

Student 2 3.0 3.7 .7

Student 3 2.6 3.8 1.2

Student 4 2.1 3.8 1.7

Student 5 2.0 3.1 1.1

Home Economics
Teacher_C

Student 1 2.0 3.6 1.6

Student 2 3.9 4.7 .8

_Science _leaches:S.

Student 1
2.0 3.1 1.1

Student 2 1.6 2.0 1.6

Student 3 '3.5 3.9 .4

Student 4 2.9 3.3 .4

Student 5 1.5 2.0 .5

Student 6 1.0 2.5 1.5

Student 7 2.8 3.6 .8

7 2

Loss

o
0

.r,

, 0
0

0

o
0
o

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
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Table 10

--- ----- --
Science Tea.-11-7:- 7

Pre-Test Post-Test Gain

Student 1 3.8 4.6 .8

Student 2 2.9 3.5 .6

Student 3 6.3 7.0 1.3

Student 4 5.6 7.2 1.6

Student 5 5.7 7.5 1.8

Student 5.0 7.6 1.6

Student t 3.7 3.9 .?

Woodshop Teacher 0

Student 1 2.9 4.6 1.1

Student-2 3.8 4.7 .9

Student 3 5.6 7.0 1.4

Student 4 5.9 7.2 1.3

Student 5 .6.0 7.9 1.9

Woodshu Teacher E

5.8 6.9 1.1Student 1

. Student 2 7.1 8.5 1.4

Student 3 7.5 8.6 1.1

Student 4 8.0 9.1 -1.1

Student 5 7.9 8.9 1.0

French Teacher-C

Student 1 6.4 7.9 1.5

Student 2 7.5 8.5 1.0

Student 3 6.9 7.6 .7

Loss

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
O.

o

0

0

o

The results exceeded'our expectations. Our aim was not to improve

reading skills, yet, a decided improvement was noticeable in May. Out of

109 students that were the focal point of the program, none showed a loss

in reading. The achievements on the mathematics post-tests were very

gratifying. Ihe teacher constructed test is the Pe.,t known and most widely

7 3
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used. The :.tructed test dealt with mastry in the cognitive

domain an:: as a diagnostic instrument. The tests were used

to pinpoi!-A dY.-77:_:Y?s and suggest remedial work. These tests are in-

valuable. With 'itsei.,Ettion and individual attentio6 being main features of ,

the approaches used, the students could do nothing else except excel.

lhe evaluation process is vital to the teaching process and grading

must be as carefully .reviewed as traditional teaching processes. All parts

of the teaching process must be designed so as to dothe maximum to help

each student learn. Any part of the process that does other than, this.. must

be carefully restructured (Kidd, Gilley, Myers, l970)

Vandalism was a prominent problem. A positive manner can be used

even with things as negative as destruction of property. It would be awkward

to reward the student, but these problems.can be redefined in a more

positive way that leads to desired behavior on the part of the student. The

tables clearly illustrate a noticeable decline in discipline problems after

the teachers became involved in Staff Development Sessions. The teachers

were teaching to them and not at them. They were giving the students a

chance to be involved in worthwhile problems. They did not give the sdents

the time to pres6nt discipline problems. The minds and the hands of the

-students-v.Tre'active

7 4
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TABLE 11

REFERRALS BY INCIDENTS

-Grade 8_ _ Grade 9

Incident S.7!Dt. Xay Sep-
.

t. May Se15C May

Fighting 100 6 25 0 3 0

Profanity 65 3 8 0 10 1

Threats 20 0 2 0 1 0

Class-cutting 50 0 5 0 6 0

Disrespect 15 1 20 0 1 0

Defiance 10 1 10 0 1 0

Smoking 30 6 12 1 1 1

Vandalism 15 2 0 a 0 0

TABLE 12

REFERRALS BY GRADE LEVEL

Level Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Grade 7 305 222 191 150 113 70 45 46 19
.)

Grade 8 62 60 44 29, 20 13 11 8 1

Grade 9 23 22 12 11 7 5 4 4 2

TABLE 13

DISRUPTIVE INCIDEN1S (BASED ON REFERRALS)

Cluster Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

!lath

eacher A

Student 1 5 5 4 4 2 2 1 1 O.

Student 2 6 5 4 4 3 1 1 0 1

Student 3 6 3 5 4 2 2 1 1 0

Student 4 _4 4 3 3 1 2 0 0 0

Student 5 5 5 6 4 3 1 1 0 0

7 5



table-13

Cluster

Math
reicher B

SE,;t. Oct: Nov.

_ _ . .

Student 1 7 7 6

Student 2 5 5 3

Student 3 6 5 5

!lath

Teacher C

Student 1 4 4 4

StudeAt 2 4 3 3

Student 3 5 4 3

Student 4 5 5 4

Student 5 6 6 4

Math
Teacher D

Student 1 5 3 3

Student 2 5 4 4

Student 3 4 -4 2

Student 4 6 6 5

English/
Reading A

Student 1 3 2 2

Student 2 2 2, 2

Student 3 2 2. 2

Student 4 2 2 1

Student 5. 4 3 3

Student-6---- 6------- -6- --5-

Student 7 2 2 2

Student 6 5 5 4

Student 9 3 3 2

Student 10 8 8 6

Student 11 9 7 6

Student 12 6 6 3

7 6

, Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

5 3 3 3 2 1

4 3 2 2 0 0

4 2 1 0, 0 0

3 3 1 1 1 0

,

2 2 1 0 0 .0

3 1' 1 .0 1 0

3 2 0 1 1 0

2 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 1 1 1 0

3 1 2 1 1 0

1 3 2 1 1- 1

4 2 2 1 1 0

1 1 1 0 0 0

2 2 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 0 0 0

1 2 1 0 1 0

4 2 2 1 1 0

5 -3

3 1 1 0 1 0

3 3 1 1 2 1

1 2 -1 2 1 0

6 5 4 2 2 1

5 5 3 3 2 1

4 '5 2 1 1 1



Table 13

Cluster

EngliW
Reading D.

-73-

-..=7.11, Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan,

Student 1 2 2 2 1 1

Student 2 2 2 1,. 1 .1

Student 3 2 1 1. 1 1

Student 4 3 3 2 2 2
Student 5 5 5 3 3 2
Student 6 4 4 3 2
Student 7 3 3

.3

3 1 1

Student 8 4 2 2 2 o
Student 9 8 6 6 5 5
Student 10 8 5 4 3 1

English/
56-iffii6 E

Student 1 3 2 2 0 0

Student 2 3 1 . 1 2 1

Student 3 6 5 5 3 3

Student 4 6 6 6 4 3

Student 5 5 4 4 1 1

Music A
. _ _ .

Student 1 5 5 3 3 2
Student 2 6 6 3 3 , 1

Student 3 2 3 2 2 1

Student 4 3 1 1 0 0
Student 5 2. 2 1 1 1

Music D
_______... .., ____. ____
Student.. I 2 1 1 1 1

Student 2 2 0 0 0 0
Student 3 6 3 3 2 2
Student 4 b 3 3 3 2
Student 5 3 2 2 1 1

Student 6 3 2 0 0

Geog raphy A

Student 1 8 6 4 2 2
Student 2 2 1 1 0 0
Student 3 2 '1 0 0 1

7 7

Feb. Mar. Apr.

1

0

0

1

2

1

1

0

3

1

0

0

0

1

0

-L

0

0

3

1

1

1

1

I

0

1

0

0

2

2

May

I

0

1

1

0

o
0

0

1

I

0 0 0 0

1 o 0 0
I 2 0 0

0 2 1 0

1 0 1 0

2 2

I 1

1 0

0 1

I 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

2 1

1 7

0 0

0 0

0 0

I 0

1 0

O. 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 O.

I 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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lable 13

Cl us ter Oct. Nov. Dec .

GeograohyD

Student 1 5 3 3 2

Student 2 5 1 3 0

Art_ B

Student 1 6 3 3 3

Student 2 6 2 2 2

Student 3 3 1 1 1

Student 4 4 2 0 0

Student 5 2 1 1 0

Art C

Student 1 3 2 1 0

Student 2 4 2 0 0

Student 3 2 0 0 0

Student 4 6 1 1 1

Student 5 rJ 0 0 1

Home Leon-___
omfes B

Student 1 2 2 I 1

Student 2 3 3 0 0

French C

Student 1 4 4 3 2

Student 2 3 3 1 1

Student 3
.._......., .._, ......,

2 2 1

Science C
...

S tudent 1 2 1 1 1

Student. 2 3 0 0 0

Student 3 3 0 0 2

Student 4 6 2 2 2

Student 5 6 2 3 0

Student 6 rJ 3 2 1

Student 7 .4 0 3 2

7 8

Jan.

2

2

2

ii

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

I

0

0

I

Feb. Mar. Apr. May

1 1 1 .

1 1

0 0 0 1

0.

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

'0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0. 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 2 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0 I

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 2 0

2 0 0 0,

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 2
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fable 13 (contir)

Cluster Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. .Feb. Mar. Apr. May

Science E

Student, 1 6 6 5 4 0 0 1 1 o

Student 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 I 1 0

Student 3
Student 4

4

2

3

2

4

3
.

I 2

1

1

o
0

0

0

1

1

o

Student 5 3 3 4 2 2 I o o

Student 6 3 3 3 1 1 1 0 o o

Student 7 5 5 3 3 1 1 2 1 0

Woodshop D_ _ . _

Student 1 3 3 2 2 0 0 1 0 0

Student 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Student 3 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

Stuthmt 4 2 2 2 I 1 1 0 0 0

Student 5 3 3 4 0 I 1 1 0 0

Woodsha_E

Student 1 4 3 3 1 1. 1 0 0 0

Student 2 2 .2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

Student 3 5 5 3 2 0 0 I 0 0

Student 4 I 1 0 3 2 1 I 0 1

Student 5 2 2 0 0 2 1 I 1 0

',

Among the students with discipline problems, we were able to classify

certain individuals as "show-offs" who constantly sought.attention. We .gave

-them -attention-by-making-theateam-captains, for-projects.- We-gave the "defianL--

One" a bance to "hammer it.out". making musical instruments and weather in-

struments. We used the drive of the "aggressive ones" to push forward on pre-

paring a project and meeting a deadline. The "unresponsive° became responsive

through designs for the planetarium. Teachers must look carefully, at all

7 9
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times, at n'D.: s:,.1:lents behave in the classroom so that he can generate

alternatives fc!- ;77.,roving classroom learning when his present instructional

procedures Fefl ;!-uce desirable effects.

8 0



CMPTER V

RECOMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This prgra '4.as a definite success and and asset to.Hamilton Junior

High. Plans were made to expand the program to include more teachers and

more students for the following school year.

his plan, if finplemented within the school system, could be most

beneficial, especially to teachers who have been in the system for a time

and are reluctant to change. Many of them simply blame society for what they

call an increase in discipline problems. They do not realize that teaching

styles can become_outdated. Every approach and every resource must be ex-

hausted in an effort to teach our children. If it means retraining our

teachers to perform successfully, then this must be done.

he use of curriculum supervisors would serve to enhance our education.

al program. Much time and effort should be spent on developing curricula that

are inherently more interesting for students and that-allow students more

opportunity for independent learning.
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December 7, 1?73

Nr. Vincent R4--ed
Assistant Superintendent
of Secnd:try
415 12th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Nr. Reed:

As a group of seriously concerned teachers woFking
at Hamilton Junior High School, We are reql,esting the
aid of you and of your office in a matter of extrern.

urgency.

For several years, Hamilton teachers and students
have bcen aware of th.F, fact that we sustain what seems
-to-us-to be-more-than cpur share-ofsignMcant_problems,.
which fit in the general category of student discipline.
We have tried, thrnugh a long series of cooperative
efforts worked out between the School Chapter Advisory
Council and Administration, and carried out by the
majority of faculty and staff at Hamilton, .to face and

to solve probl,ems. Some of these efforts were of
emel-gency nature, and thus, short lived, Other efforts
(sole of which have been In operation since our first
year) continue to this day.

We feel that we have gone almost as far as We can

go with the inadequate tools w;iich are at our disposal,
and have been given wh&t'seems to Usto be a reluctance
on the part of our local administratiOn to provide
teac!-Iers Lnd other adult staff withthe_administrative,
moral, 1:sycho1oj,ical and practical backing which we
feel is necessary to our task.

8 4



HAe.:L7-ON JONIOR HIGH SCHOOL
,z'ATH AN:70 i:::;:tENTN0D PARKWAY, N. E.

WASHINGYOr,I. D.C.. 2000,Z

5:"...-HOOL CHAPTER AD;5.::R

For th2e of us he have been here since Hamilton's
begihnis, it is obvius th;At many teachers have lost
faith with our ability to continue in the face of almost
daily exam:Iles of both physical and verbal assaults
directed aga:nst teachers; of hall walkers without anparent
end; of fire alarms bein:: detonated falsely; of break-ins
of rooms, desks and cabinets; of wide-spread defacing
of the physic:d ,,A.ant; of fires being set, etc.,
nauurl. Those of us who can t:f4e it no longer flee.
Those c-1; us who feel that we can still, somehow, change
thinc.s and get about the business of sharing the -erocess
of academic progre-c with our students, remain. *tut we
arc.also human; WE also feel; we have approached wit's
end.

We are in urgent need of s;.ecial assistance from
-Yer-effice for several: new reasons. 'There-is no. doubt-
that, at Hamilton, there is a new and unspoken administra-
tive policy, recently 'more severely oppressive, which
plLces an almost total respcsibility upon each teacher
to deal (with little or no adil-istrative assistance)
with any and all problems caused by disruptive students
simult'ineously, and alone whether the problem occurs in
your c1assroom or in the halls or restrooms or elsewhere.
Sc., teachers have been recently derided and censored for
selng to remove or to have rernoVed from the classroom
students who have caused emergency situations, according
to th E. te:nets of the contractual agreement between the
Board of Education and the WTU. Some teadhers have
been denied effective aid againgt the maz:or problem of
studc:nt absenteeism and habitual tardiness to class.
Some teachers try to hide their prol:lems because they
are convinc,7:d by certain recurring administrative
actions that to admit to having problems is to invite
withdrwal of support and or resnect of professional
intei;city n.nd teaching



N JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AND EF4ENTWOOD PARKWAY. N. E.

WASH:NGTON, 20O02

F,DHDOLCHAPTER CC

in we wish to assert our belief in the
fairness and ,!useice of the concepts stated in our Contract
concerning the establishment of matters of local school
policy. We feel that new and operative policies SHOULD
NOT be enforced against members of the faculty and staff
it they were not.established in consonance with and
according to the Contractual Agreement. We also do NOT
feel that the best interests_of our school are served
by the filing of continual crievances involving issues
which are covered clearly in the Agreement. Wefeel
that the Administration is aware of our demonstrated
desire tc work together with them in the Drocess of
problem solving. Weefeel that they are aware that we
have been inclined to seek amiable solutions in li.eu

---of'confrontations. We often have sought consensus in
all aeeas where guidelines are vague. We heve resortec .

to adversary proceedings only rarely, however, ix,

our past demonstrations of willingness temro'elly to
compromi_se certain rints of our teachers to signal an
open season on the heads of .teachers and serious
students alike because of a newl"blame everything on the

'-teachertn, policy which we currently see rising from '-)e

as es of our collective failures. We will be,T.Ir an
FAIR and JUST burden; we will not give in to administrative
effors to divede and conquer us. We will not .e.bandon

our responsibilities to our students, to their needs,
nor to our selves and our needs.

Clearly, we feel that Hamilton is at a crcss-
road. We know that we are in a period of crfsis. We

are recuesting the following in terms of assistance
from tlie Secondary School Office:

1. That you, .141r. Reed, make an unannounced vir,sit
to our school for the purpose of obsefving for
yourself the scoe of our problems with roving,
disruptive studentJ;

2. That you visit anv area in the school (includIne
cleejeroom, ofetourse) for the purpose of seeing

yourself that we-who teach here are "for
reel" about our woY.-, and are sincere in our
attempts to deal ree:;:stically and effectively
with often impossible odds;

3. That you talk to us when you visit, os that

8 6



MIL7, ; JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
S i..TH AND Ei?ENTWOOD PARKWAY. N. E.

WAS-INGTON. DX.. 20002

HOOL CHAPTER ADVIS-07-l'f

There is a large group of teachers at Hanilton who
tolerate daily unnecessary indignities bec,71use grey are
certain that any public admission of a need for help .with
any'specific student will be reflected in a less- than
satisfactory rating or in a psychological assault upon
their professiona]2-ability as classroom "managers" and
members of the team. In other words, there is a pervasive
feeling that the seeking of actual solutions to actual
human probls will probably reflect not on the dispuptive
student; not on the corruptive situation; not on the fact
that we have been largely stripped of effective use of
workable tools; not cn the absence of teacher morale;
not on the fact that the unmanageability of a relatively
small number of students who are documented as being
repeatedly offensive to people and to rules, creates
serious prob3ems; not on the fact that many of uS-WANT
to see Hamilton succeed in its goals; but rather, on the
fact that Teacher A has nct contained his_problems and
has allowed them to spill over into the Office. At
Hamilton, many non-paranoid teachers, feel that the
Administration here is not with us, does not share our
concerns, and will j.nvariably le4e any individual
teacher with a discipline problem studt to sink or
swim alone aad unaided.

When a student who is a classroom problem is identified,
weiask for the right to seek effect remedies without .

prejudice. We.ask that remedies which are already available
to us through our local administrative team be utilized
without concurrent psychological assaults on our profesS-
ional judgement. We.ask that the local Administration
not institute sudden, unannounced and unilateral policies
which will result in divisior among our faculty as each
te-acher notes the faltering of.a colleague and wonders
who will be next, for what new'reason. Further, we feel
that we have the legal, moral, professional and 'contractual
right aril responsibility to demand these things for OUT
sake and the ske of our students who are serious about
the husiness Of gaining an education,

8 7



SOrtOOL CHAPTER

HA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AND E- "z.ENTWOOD 1-4,1FV4..W4.? N. E.

WASNGTON. D,C.. 2000:

those among us who are already intimidated by
our conditions will not feel threatened by
your presence in response to this request, and
so that you may. elicit TRUTHFUL information
(no matter how pessimistic these relities are)

from our teachers;

4. That-you meet with teachers, alone, inaa meeting
at your. convenience (but soon) so that we might
lay new grounds for dealing with our problems;

5. That. your Office heln us to find and to establibh
non-punitive, non-vindective means of dealing with
boS;h faculty and administrative weaknesses, so
that we can reverse the growing need for teachers
to seek to "escape" from this school in utter
frustration.

. That your office help us to arrive at really
workable means of faculty and administrative
responses to the problem of unruly students,
and with the twin problem of meeting the
educational needs of students who,want to
progress academically at Hamilton.

Or school has requested your aid in the past. The

Building Representative has telephone your office, left
-nis'own telphone number, and reauested your response on

more than one Qccasion; however, no response accrued
to his efforts, to his knowledge.

The teachers at Hamilton now speak as one voice.

We 'need your help! The recent attitudes from our local
ad.ministration has threaten to undo even lhe strongest

among us. We do not have a school situation in which

we can work.

cc Vincent Rc,iA
Marion parry
Floretta :.1cKonzie

Respectfully,

W. S. Washingn
Building Representative

8 8



HA LT0N JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SIXTH AND i3RENTWOOD PARKWAY. N. E.

WASHINGTON. D.C.. 2C002
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William H. Si:nons
Hattie Taylor
Rev. Higgens
Barber Sizemol.e
Walter Fauntroy

8 9
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',1ashington

4406. Dubcis P14 S.E.

Ashington, D.C. 20019

Mr. Vincent Reed, Asst, Superintendent

Seccnbary Schcols

415 12th Street, N. W. .

Ashingtcn, D. C. 20001
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Tot ThG ic.L1:4!_stratcn, Hamilton junior }lift School

.

--From; Ccnc= E,CLcol p1cyeas, Femilten junior Pigh Schcol

WD) the und.1-sb::ned, feel that we ere in the midst of afsel strcng9 unitea action is the orily-possible respWe 0,mand that ef.five action be taen inmediatfAye

Therofore, we requost that a special N.culty and Staff meeting, invO'. all adults in li3 bIllifiinL;, be called on Fridayt_Dee. 1):,, at 1115:nre also -requentinE; thcit stul:nts be tent to their holaes ln thu etn:::for that period of time. 'vie ask your inmediate response!
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To: The Administration; Hamilton Junior High School

From: Concerned Schen1 Rmployees, Hamilten Junior High School

Wc1 the undersed, feel that we are in the midst of a
f;-:Th We feel that strc.ng, united action is the only possible responsel

de.mand that effective action be taken immediately.

There'Core, we request that a special Faculty and Staff meeting, involvi_
all adults in the building, be called on Friday, Deco 14, at 1:15 PM0
are also requesting that students be sent to their homes in this emerge'for that period of time. We ask your immediate response! (R/
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Tos Th Kamilton junicr High School

14"rcm$ Concern Schzc1 zplcyeos, Hamiltcr Junicr High School
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J, W, Ea7.dlton junior High School

S7):77--.:T:s OF STAFF DEMANDS

;2r-'sis Nezotiations)

PREAMBLE!

December 14, 1973

The teachers and other staff of Hamilton Junior High School recognize

and do herewith reaffirm our primary responsibility as essential agents in the

total process of maintaining this sChool as a creditable institution for the

academic pursuits of our stddents, Fbrther, we are aware of the continuing

expecations of the larger community with regard to the functions of schools

in the processes of socialization and acculturation for students.

In light of these recognitions of purpose and expectations, we feel that

lie have the dut2: ho oomand the very best teols avi.lable to school personnel

and to pnpll-s-, in order that we.might realistically_guarantee to ourselves and

to our students the atmosphere in which academic pursuits are possible.

-We-declare-that-such-an_academic_atmospher_e_at_Hamilton_is
impossibln_

the present.state of crisis. We further declare that we have not been offered

tools appropriate to the tasks necessary to the re-establishment of an academic

atmoSphere. In addition, the adult population and t'ne students at Hamilton

suffer, Propi the frustrations caused by system-wide refusal to recognige that

additional protections.in public buildings must be provided against the antics

of Outsiders and disruptive (but enrollr.d) youth..

The teachers and other staff of Hamilton have come -together in an effort

'
to bring all necessary force to this set of demands which are essential to the

continuation of normal educative processes within the walls of this school.

lie arc, united in our efforts to attack and to destrOY.those elements of turmoil'

,ehich deny us the right to properly pursue our tasks as educaton, which

threaten our best efforts as adults on-the-scene, and which place unfair burden:

un.:)n us and upon students. This crisis 'must not continue.

In token of our resolvewe submit the following list of DEMANDS. We

require that these procedures be instituted immediately, arid that students

and parents be immediately so notified. lie also require the active support

of lo.;a1 and central
administrative officers for our school in these efforts.

We will prevail.

D7m.=S:

1. Hailton Junior High School's student body deserves its full complement

of -'..acher. We .demand the completion of our regular teaChing staff. We

furh'r r.:n!:ire that all qualified temporary teachers already on board at

ilton madi. erobtionery or probat,ionary-oroviaional immediately.

"."-e-t- ri tc-i FJJiv t
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2. Hamilton jenf.:: School shall be provided with a Dean of Students,

prin F! function snFLI '7.e to coordinAte the efforts to control.disruptive
stunts and outsiders ths building and on the school campus by January
7, 1971i.

3. A teacher nt Hamlton Junior Hiph School shall have the right to send
for the principal or his designee to escort, or to send or escort, to the
Principal's office any. pupil who conducts himself in such a matter that learn-
ing fol himnclf and other children in the classroom is seriously handicapped,
or if the safnLy of himself, other pupils, or the teacher is seriously threaten-
ed

Bofore the studnnt is returned to the classruom, there shall be a con-
fere:ico arranged by the PrIncipal or his designre, which shell include but not
be limited to the tc.cher, the student, the parent or guardian, if available,
and the Principal t.r' designee. Any decision reached shall be made with the
best intercst of U nt or students in mind. The teacher shall have the
right to be accomf- by a representative of his choice in all phases of
follow-up proceaurk. .:-ollowing the removal cf pcpil from a classroom at the

teacher's request.
The Board of ;:ducition shall see .;117.,t Ppprcpria4,e notificationS to Police

authorities is mnde in all cases involvint, violations of law and the Board
shall provide .provr legal assistance and support to the teacher in all cases

Ta7lifii-&5Ystilt,.1.:1
police hearings or court action.

L. Teachers at Hamilton Junior High School shall ha-7e the right to pursue
their duties within the clas5room without disruptiru.:-: y student hall-
,Aalkers. Hall walkers shall be identified; a list shall be submitted to the
local administration constructed .by teachers 2.11D OTH7,11,STAIF, for immediate

action. We demand that these listed students be suspended from this.school
immediately, And not readmitted to classes until conference have been arranged
and held with their parents and/or guardians. Is such conferences are not
ary:anged and held within the lawful time limitations, such students cheil bfi
roadmitted to school for one day, then re-suspnded until a parental cor0-er(ince

can be held.
Hamilton hallwilkers who have reached the age of sixtenn years shall be

provided with alternative education away from Hamilton Junior High School

immediately..

.5. Students who have been suspended from Hamilton shall not be permitted
to re-entc,r the school until they have been readmitted, except on the occE.sion

of t.:le pErental conference. Such students, if found in tl:e buildin2 in vie-la-
tion of the rules for susp,nsion, shall be t/eated as trEopaF:sers in the school.
This is a police matter, .and shall .r:? handled by the appropriate security
officers and school-based patrol officers, who will lodge the appropriate
chare apainst such students.

6. Any studnnt who is apprehened and/or identified while in the halls
ofthe school without an authentic pass a maximum of two times within any
410ne-weck period will be suspFnded from the school for tuo days. Such student6a

wi71 not be reaJmitted to classes until 2 parent-administration-student con7
fszence has been arranged and hcld. Such stwjents will certify by their sivna-

9 6
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41/tures that they are a-,are of the school policy with regard to passage in the

halls duringclass
The local administration will update all student-behavioral referral

forms weekly; the information will be aveilable for teachers' use.

7. Teachars and students have the right to the minimum interruptions

of teaching-learning time possible within the classroom. Students who are

tardy in entering the classroom produce unneceSsary disruptions for their

fellow students. We agree that the five-minute period of time between classes

is sufficient; any student whoenters the classroom after that period shall

be considered tardy to the class involved.

In order that we may gain control over the problem of tardiness to the

clasarem, we demand the follo,eing:

(A) That a:Tardy be ostoblished and made fully operable

by Jarmary 7, 19,Y4.

(B) That the Tardy Hall he manned exclusively by appropriate

ad-flinistrators.

(C) That the Tardy Hall operate daily, from. 3:m0 PM until 4:on PM.

(0) That all parents and guardins of students at Hamilton be made

aware by mail, and all students be made aware by pamphlet and

by public address announcements, that the following sAtem will

be established:

Area student who is tardy to school or to any class, and

whse tardiness- is unexcused, will sprnd one hour in the

Tardy Hall for each two occurrences of tardiness to school

or to class within any one-week period.

Students who refuse to report to Tardy..Hall according to the announced

arrangement will be suspended from sthool according to school policy for

Suspansions. (Parental conferences, etc.)

8. Students who engage in class-cutting will be identified through

attendance records for school and for classes. Any student who cuts a class

will be assigned to the after-school Tardy Hall at the rate of one hour for

t!aeh class which is cut.

Students whohave been assigned to Tardy Hall fea cutting classes, and

who refuse ta attend will besuspended from school until the policies for

shape:I:dons have been satisfied. Class-cutters who have attained the pge

of 16 years will be provided with alternFtive education away from Hamilton,

Junior Hirt School.

9. Although attendance procecures are outlined in the Contractural

Agreement h,tween me Board of Education and the Washington Teachers' Union,

the problems of attendance at Hamilton are severe, and require special

attention Therefore,' we demand that an Attendance Counselor he asigned

to Hamilton Junior High School, and that such a person he given the tools

necessary to solving the attendance pro)31ems in our school, with full ad-

minstrative support.
Farther, each teacher mill provirle an absentee list for each class

teeaina-period to the Attendance Counselor end/or administration daily.

The Attendance Counselor will provide for follow-up procedures with regard

to poesihle clans-nutting and the penalities therefore.
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10. Hamilton's qtagf ard students _have the right to as little noise

and confueion in the halls as it ispossible to have At all periods-of

the dey. Therefore, we demand that the administration establish and
strictly enforce. a policy with regard to locker periods during which

students may enter their lockers. We strorwly fecommend the followirus:

(A) .That locker periods shall.be
(1) between 8:45 and 9:05.AM
(2) before end after each lunch period, during the

five-minute grace periods
(3) between 2:55 and 3:05 PM .

(4) at no other times during the normal school day
We demand that violators of thesn rules who are apprehended-or identified

Ve treated as are hall-walkers (see 6 above).

If a violator of the locker and/or hell-walking policies cannot be
apprehended or identified by name, teachers and other staff will submit

to the administration as- soon as possilae aporopriate descriptions (including
clothing, etc.) and the locker's number, so that information as to the

assigned student can be made available to the administration. Lockers shell
be located as close to homerooms as possible.

11. Students who are assigned to the cafeteria, and who are found.in

any area above the first (ground) floor during lunch periods shall be appre-

hended and/or identified through descriptions and shall be treated :as are

hell-rAalkers (sse 6 above) if they do not have passes to cover their presence.

12 HaMilton is not an old building, but its physical appearance is

detremental.to an academic atmosphere hecause of the excessive acts of vandal-

ism which have been sustained by its walls, doors, ceilings, stairways, display

casos, floors, rest-rooms and classrooms. Staff and students have the -right

to expect to work in surroundings which are condusive to work. We therefore

dend that the administrative-take a.firm and consistent hand in coping with

vandals. The unlailful destruction of government buildings is a police

matter and must be treated in the appropriate manner.
Therefore, when students have been identified by name or by description,

and/or have been aperehended and brought to the attention of the administration,

VP demand that the strongest possible steps be taken to prevent such students

frorl committing any furth,r acts of Yandalism in our place of work. We demand

th-eL, in all cases, the student be placed on suspension (according to the

establshed policy) until a conference can be arr-nged, and that the matter

be placed in the hands of the lew for prosecution.

13. The eetting off of felse and melicieus fire alarms is punishable

as a police matter. Cur school has suffered to the point of extreme danger

beeuse of the constant (almost deily) comminsion of*this feloneous act.

Ciec lives are endanpered because of the vast number of false fire alrrms.

In addition, we havebeen beset by .reeent oceurrances of real fires

znd reel fire-bombing (one of which pecipitated, to some degree, the current

united actions in which we are now engaged), and we fear for the lives and

the sa`etv of oureelveo and of our students.
,efere, we demand that 611 students who are seen and identified by name

or by deJer:eion, and/or apprehended in the areas near the_school alarm boxes
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IIIshall be checked as to the validity of.any pasees, ane their reasons for

being in the halls irwestieated. Any student witheut valid and verified

reasons for heine in the area shall be consdered susp ct, an2 the. matter

Shall he treated as a police metter, to 'e handled hy the school-base

officer ,ne the schcol's security officers. To addition, such stedent shall

be suspended from school according to local school policy.

14. The teachers and other staff at Hamilton agree to wage war on

verbal rrofanity which is directed toward adults in the.building. We wifl

not tolerate threats to our .persons or our pronerty any longer. We demend

that the administration so inform the entire student body and the parents

bf our students of our resolve. demand that the administration actively

.support teachers and other staff members who wish to prosecute ane/or seek

remedy at law against students' trhreats and/or profane epithets directed

toward adults at Hemilton.

15. We demand that the administration provide for the posting of siFos

regardine the law concerning visitors (including former students) to the

building. We demand that such signs be posted at all doors and in each- hall

in the building. We further demand that all persons who are found to be in

violation of .the posted signs be considered trespassers in the building,

and prosecuted at law accordingly.

16. We demand thet the administration proVide staff with the professional

supeort to which we have a right. Such support shall include full recognition

of the teachers' right to remove disruptiv.and/or dangerous students from the

claserbom; and tc the rights of our students to a reasonably calm and safe

atmospherein the classroom, unsullied by the antics of those who would turn

this school into a circus. We demand that teachers be allowed to exercise

their judgement as to the removal of students from classrooms for c-,use, with-

out prejudice.

17. We demand that bdr locel administration seek and that the central

syelien provide, tools and avenues for the effective placement of students

who, now within our pbulic schools' regular classs, exhibit habits and actions

which present continual disTuptions in the educetional processes for the major_

ity of stud.nts in our classes. Because of the administrative apelications

of remedies required by law, many schools find the pursuit of education un-

reeliqtically hampered for students who do NOT exhibit apparent emotional,

mental or other problems. These are the students who must be saved, also.

Therefore, 'ee dE::.1.1nd further that means be soeght (by commssion, committee

fiet, at law, and/or by any possthle means) to protect the interests of those

steents whose school years are altered detrementally by our attempts to pro-

tect the rights of students who do exhileit prolaems to the processes of public

education.

le. We deeand that our school be placed in crisistatus administratively,

no thnt the staff may regain control of the building.

19. We demend that the administration recognize and adhere to the Tight

of teachlojestaff to neeotiate,-through S':;::-eeministretion joint action, locel

schcol.policy. ';:e deplore the sudden, unanneuece:3, un-negotiated institution
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of demPaninp, vindictive an:Vor punitive actions ageinst te:-.chers Ilho act

resonably in the performance of their duties. We demand that the professional

judgement-of teachers and of 311 staff at Hamilton he fully recornized and
reJpected by all members of the administration, for the good of the school,
the unity of our acdemic purpose, and the productive 'progress of an atmosph-re
of mutual trust among adults, among students, and betwe-n all elem,,nts of

the population of L:emilton Junior High School. We demand that teachers be
advised of their contractual rights before any involvement in conferences, etc.,

involving parents, students end/or administrators.

20; We also demand that sufficient funds be appropriated for extra-
enrOnnlnr nctivities.

.
We.do _verify that this statement represents our position by the signatures

of the members of SCAC, in representation of rm:..mbers of the faculty and of the
staff of the Hamilton Junior High School, and according to the procedures as
established by the various committees of the faculty and staff of Hamilton
Junior Hirh School in meetings 114.-ld ',:ednosday, Thursday, and Friday, December

12,. 13, and ill,. 1973.

Signed:



Memo co:
From:

December 7, 1973

Mk. Vincent Reed
Nis. Antoinette Smith

I have now been teaching at Hamilton Junior High
School almost five years, and not once, to my knowledge
been written up nor cited for any violation to this extent,
nor have I ever been charged with such serious offenses as
outlined in Mrs. Brown's (AP-7) memo dated December 4, 1973,

to you.
I have, to the contrary received exemplaky performance

ratings from Mk. Mattingly during my probationary teaching

period (69-71), have just received a recommendation froM

not only Mr. Mattingly, but another Assistant Principal at
Hamilton, Mr. C. Lyles AP-9, as I am sure they will be

-willing to attest to. I have during my teaching experience
been commended for participation beyond the call of duty

by such persons as Mr. E. Postell, former President of the

PTA of Hamilton, Mk. E. Jones, Chairman of the Cultural Arts

Committee of the D.C. Congress of Parents and Teachers ( an

organization whose aim is to strengthen and unify "the arts"

in the public school system. My students have won such art

awards as "Human Kindness Day" Participation Awards first,

seconland third place 71-73, "Maxi Arts Gala Awards" 71-74.

I have had students working in "Workshop For Careers In The

Arts" . I could continue... I have been coMmended by a
number of parents, whom I'm sure will, should it be necessary,

attest to my sincere concern for and positive work with

their children while at Hamilton. I have Sponsored art
clubs after school, some of which, I did not receive
financial compensation for- MY POINT IS THIS- you have the

responsibility of deciding the fate of a teacher who has proven
hr dodication to the teaching proEssioA, but more importantly

ha3 a sincere interest in her students.
You have, on the other hand, an administrator who:

1. Has submitted simultaneously, a letter to you and
Mr. Mattingly, which you should already have-suggesting
to me that Mk. Mattingly was not afforded an
opportunity to resolve this conflict on the local
school level (which is his responsibility) withouk
inlving you in this matter-or correct me if I am
milaken- Is this, in fact, correct procedure?

2. &AL in a Meeting on December 6, 1973 and commented
"1 stand by my memos" and Mr. Mattingly that is all
I'm going to say". Mrs. Brol4n in the same meeting
refused to budge from her original position, in an
attempt to resolve the conflict.
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It seems to me that what is at stake here is more than

a teacherls reputation (which I fully intend to safeguard),

or an administrator'S right to require a written statement

conc.,rning a student's exclusion from a particular classroom,

or a refusal to respond to a memo (an erroneous memo- I at

no time refused to respond verbally, and in faCt did respond
in writing...Mts. Brown admitted in the afore-mentioned
meetiag that she had, in fact, received my return memo and

she was approached by me in her office at the end of the
school day on December 3rd, and that I did explain at the

time that I fully intended to respond but required additional

time to Complete that which she had asked for)- What is at

stake here is a course of future action which could very well

undermine the educational processes at Hamilton:

1. If a teacher cannot.hope for administrative backup
in situations whith handicap learning for the other
children in the classrOom (No arrangement was.made
by either Mts. Brown or Mr. Mattingly to set up
a conference which included myself, the student,

parent or guardian and Mrs. Brown),after a request
is made to have the student transferred from a
particular class to another concurrent class, then
what is the course of action for a teacher .to take?

2. Is a teacher to be continually denied the same due
process with regard to follow-up procedure following

removal of a pupil from a classroom? (I requested
that the student be transferred from my class- he was

not. The.student was scheduled back to my class
without the proper conference, arranged by Mrs. Brown
or Mr. Mattingly) Article XX SectionD. This appears

to me to be a violation of the responsibility of

both Mrs. Brown and Nk-. Nattingly.

3. What assurance does a teacher have that a written
statement, once submitted will in fact remain in a

student's folder? Must every statement submitted
be either signed to show that it has been received
and duplicates made , or a letter written back to
the sender acknowledging receipt of such information?
( On the first day of the discipline problem with Barry
Autry, I did place in tha office box a written state-
ment of my reasons why the student was referred to
Mrs. Brown. I did not duplicate it due to the :

urgency of the problem, and now can npt prove that it

was ever written, except for the fact that I said it was)

(Tli statement is not now in the student's folder)

4. What will be the credibility of a principal or assistant
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principal with who:11 every request regardless of how
s=11 or insiguificznIt, must be written up and
duplicated or signed for, uuder threat ofbeing
cited for insubordination?

Might a teacher now, as a result of actions that you
undertake understand the tenuousness of his/her
position?

I would like to ask at this point-; :Ilat should be the
course of action for a teacher to take so ap not to be written
up for insubordination? (this is the first such incidence of
insubordination at our school- There are no written policies
concerning :rhis).

Is the concern here for disciplinery action of two
particular student and am I to be singled out (when there has
been no written policy given to the teachers this year, by
the administration, and as a result I was not afforded my due
right tO be apprised of school policy)/ or is the concern for policy
for students in general?

I have one formal request to make before you reach a decision:
Visit as often as necessary Hamilton Manion High School, for
purposes of investigating the actual discipline at.Hamilton.
I again ask in closing- Is the concern for all student or simply
two?

copies to:

Respectfully submitted,
.f

c:51 1 f; 11

Mrs., Antoinette Smith

Mr. Charles Moore Washinton Teachers Union
r. W. Washington WTU Building Representative
Mts. Marie Williams Art Supervisor
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Ile= to:
From:

December 4, 1973

Exo. Na.ry A. Brown
lrs. Antoinette ..imith

E±3. Brovti, in 7N3gard to your two memos aated November
29th and December 3rd, concrning why Barry Autry 7-2092
and Dwayne Brown ware not.adnitted entranca to ny art class:

le, Barry Autry prxe"bents an unsurmountable desruption
of the educational processes of the other students
in my class. Pursuant to Article XX Section B of
the agreement between the Board of Wucation and
the vlashinton Toacherts Union: "A teacher shall
be free to send for thc Principal or his designee
to escort or to send cr escort to the Principalts
office any pupil who conducts himself-in' such a
_manner that learnin,: Tor himself and other children in
th3 classroom is seviously handicapped..." a

011 tvo previous occasiOns we have met for purposes
of r,,olving the discipline with Barry Autry in my.
class. As :;,as decided- You would talk with him,
which you did, I would talk with him, which I.did '-

W3 both would call his Darents ana explain his conduct
in my class which we did (I called his house on two

> c occasions)-.!;ach time, he would improve for oneday
and resume his previous behavior the next.

As_Itm sure you al 0 recall, I asked, after such.
time (after these occurances had taken place) -
tImt ha be trant:=ferred to another class; this was not
done.

-
Barryts ehavior since September 1973 has included-
continuous telkino during class when lessons were eing
conducted- so much so that lessons had to be stopped
to enable me to discipline him, continuously (every
day) playing with boys in proximity to him when lessons
uere being conducted so much so as to disrupt the class.
.and cause ma to stop ana have to diaciPlipo him2 ani *r:

lastly threateninG me with bodily harm at the end of the'
sc 0hool year.

.

. .. 3

.At this point Mrs-Brown, I wish to refer to tbe "latter
part of the Article XX Section Bt "...or if the safety

himself, other pupils or the teacher is seriously threate7led."
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'13o.rry 4-atrz' 1 en t!!1;-,d to, i":i3 l'4rfuts have
confer.z.ea with, yeu have -worel ./1_11 him, I w.,.vo written him up,:'
he hos bocn on a ce-..-Auct cL.ri nc then, none of -aich has
isvrovad his bha-.-Lar.

I wish to that hi. cenl.Lot has not imrorod awt will not
voluntarily admit idm hack itLt my ;;:t

'Concerninc; Dwayno Brown 7-2992, in or,lor that he be ro-alaitted
on a roL;nlar basis to my class, I

Elm r.:ouirini; that he acknowledge
conftmation of the followin:::

1. That he make all reasonable atto:lnts to present his
penJoh habitualln to class within two minutes of the
be:..7innini; of the class.

2!, That he pL7.rticipate satisfactorally in class work.

I aroe-to assess his performance an:, .-.:ako rei;orts to_him conc.::ruinL; his pro,iyass in class.

This contractual u;.:reem;:s.nt 01:o,.aa be confirmed by his signature
and co-antor-sioled by his,

I an requestinf: from the ad!'inistra'ci_on the folloain:.;:

1. Specipa conn.;ellin; to.he Trovidod fo2 Dwayna :3rown asoften as is nocesary .satisfactory
perform:z.no, in followinc normal snool proceJure.

2. Reular follow-un mc,asures 1.):), the ?.-,Y1;ropriate administrativearm, be taken insn e kini of.situation does
not occ,,u4

GO tO:

YotIrs

7/7/ l'j (/ (
/:

,Lntoinette 3111. th.

.

Vx.s. 1:ary 13rown AP-7

lirs.-lorse Chairwoman of CoqnAlir.-... Dent. Hamilton
Junior :ivh jchool

14.r. rattin::ly

11r0 W. Washin:;-ton j1jiq. at.:1-c5cntative
Teacher' s
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PUBLIC SCHr..1cA.S 0i i'Hz. D;STRIC Or: COLUMBIA

IAM;LTON fCHOuL

SIXTH AND BREN T WOOD PARKWAY, NT,

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

Assistant

CE OF PRINCIPAL

December 3, 1973

Memo:to: Mrs. Antoinette Smith

From: Mrs. Mary A. Brown, AF-7:

Mrs. Smith, on NoveMber 29, 1973, I placed a memoin

your mailbox asking that .you submit to me .in writing the

reasons why Earry Autry 7-,7C,)2 had bemn refused admittance

to your clos:3room on November 28th and November .30th, 1973.

At the end of the school day on November 30th you had not

respondedlin any manner, to my request. Further, on that

same day, you again refused to. admit Ear:7y to your classroom

On each ocassiOn, Barry claims that he asked you why he 0

.could not go into the olassroom, you would not give him a

'reason.

Mrs. Smith, I am at this time reminding yOu of the

fact.that thr. 'school administriltion has the authority to

to exclude-Students for a period of two'days only, exclusion

beyond this period has to involve a' formal hearing before

an official hearing officer as outlined in the Waddy Decree.

You have, ,at nais.time refused Barry his right to an ed-

ucation in your classroom for -a total of three days Without

stating the reasons for this denial.

:On the same November 29th memo, 1 asked that you respond

in writing the reasonswy-Dwayne Brown 7-2092 was refused

admittance to-your classroom. Dwayne says ILe was told by

you that becausehe.waslate, he needed to go and get a pass.

The school policy, which has been isued in writing, is that

late student.;-a.re to admitted tc clases. On November 30tb:.

you-refused .to admit additional students to your classroom

because they were late. Mr. :Queen, as.;istant principal, told

me he would take those students back to your classroom.

Mrs. 3mith, for -Le secondtime, I am asking you to

respond 1;b my memo to you dated November 29, 1973 in writing

by the end of the school day on December 3, 1973.

Copy: Nr. C. N. Mattinly, princi
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PuBLIC Sc_HZ,-:.,..S. OF IHE UISTkl::"" OF CC4.t.:MCIA

!.1M,.o_Tat4 Jk) hH L:CHLX)L
SIXTH AND Bitt.N:Tvif.:0C;

WASHINGTON, D.0 200;i2

nat.

.
OFFICE OF THEAtINCIPAL

LiLtce:.ther14, 1973

.I.Cj110 to: !/.:11.; Ant;')inett:i

From: Mr3. A. xso%:tt,

lirs. Smith, you !lava rofused a;:nin t r 23o:d to my request that .

you sUbalt writLQ:. SLituu.v.lit V) :06,1' f4v 3tude-,t7

frem your ,cla;t2roftm
az stated in r.j 1...emos to you datt.d jommber 29, anr.1

oYC:11:4.:r 30, .13730

::;t11.17.!.....t.cd
-;ou nattirt,:l:e,

the rinci1, a:tked that he
requests

for I:rit'v.:11 from you. It ny iaLi t.hrit

7.) ;fou d.rin. tnc.,
3, 1973 howeve.r at

the end o.f
dc: your- ..rittar. rx3c lot. forthcOlthliso

r:Ye:
it:strqcti,Ins that

yoU
jou Lot i. ud tii tfr.te to rev-

pm1C. to rcruel:to as o.t.:,121.'.t..dit,
2'7 ;,t1 30, 197.3 .:;.0103

1:

tz,L,

3

.kar,i ivt.:;:nt-.3.'.1n, :the .

pr:Ilrizsioar; con::erT.in!: eLcinslion
o.:.4.,1.t..et.: in the wda,.1.3y Decree'

and cotaa.i.rh,.:'.
sc!:o1 policy at liamilton junior hich sch,ol. I an

further cit:.n,. y th th:To 'ordination .f.-)r your failure to answer in

memon dated 29 and Noyenlaer 30, 1973. I am requesting,

ti,...,.:1121 7;r. 0. :I.:at1lt-1s, that, the above i:tformatiln be transmitted

to the Sue:.J:dcry School. Office for ap;lre:riate

: r.r0
. '71

.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS Of THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

HAMILTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SIXTH AND BRENTWOOD PARKWAY, N.E.

WASHINGTON, 0,C. 20002

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

Decer.bor 1973

nr. AntioLle.tt..-! A, Smih

Teacher - Art Del)artmo:It

HrvAlton
Juni.or Jji.rh F.c17,01

6t31 and arwitwnol
N. E.

sh!nL.ton, D C. 26C,0:',

Done

10 Lo you that, fh3s s n 1eir. L 1.eprimand
from my off::

tu yon for yoor failure to frI1low.r,7qua.ifJ
made to you by nrs. Brown in

reai-d to her momos of November 29a, Dec:omber 3rd, and my verbal Avast

you on Decert,or 31d.

In tv:':Ition,
I am corwprdir!, ::rs. Brown's cw,plaints against you in

rord to ,our failuro abide by pro-iisions of the Wrd contract, the

Woddy Decree, and Hamilton School policy concerninz the above-mentioned

:Jemos to tho secondary school oft7ice for dlsciplinary action.

Your:: truly,

C. Mattingly

Principal
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Qc...!;,r,..21.- 4; 1)13

Lo: r.AL-y

irom: Xf3. SmilAt

3roe, i. ro:;pouse to yuLr tnird memo to me dated
December 4, 19/3 Aatini; "...you have refused again to respond
to my request thot you submit a written statement as to your
reasons for excluding students from..." my classroom:

1. On December 3rd-Monday, I_prest..nted.my person to
your office and explained to you that it was not
my intention to disregard your memos. I explained
to you at chis time, after your second ietter dated
December 3, 1973 asking for me "...to respond to..."
your "...memo" to. me "...in writing by the end of
the school day oa December 3, .1973." that, you would
receive a return memo giving the reasons for Barry
Autry 7-2092 and Dwayne Bnown's 7-2092 non-admittance
to my particular art class (Art 7- Wednesday, .Thursday
and Friday). I also explained that I was unable to
reply to your memos at the time. I refer to Article
V1 Section B Step 3 of the Washington Teachers. Union
Contract with the Board of Education which. states:
"ff the dispute is not settled at Step 2 within five
school days after reduction to writing, then the
dispute shall be submitted in writing, within another
five school days to urrintendent Of Schools."
You have denied me this -'asonable length of time for the
the written response which you have requested.

2. December 4th-Tuesday,at 3:15 p.m. a memo you was
placed in your box which is included i s memo to
you now.

3. Following the beginning of Barry Autry's disruptive
behavior (the fourth class session of thc school year)
not only was a written statement brought to the office
but you were conferred with and, while.still in school,
a phone call was made by me to the parents of this
particular student-all in the same day. Your charge
of violation of Article XX section C of the Washington
Teachers Union Contract is unjustified.

4. With reference to the Waddy Decree-your statement that
I have violated it is erroneous. I have neither denied
these two afol:e-named students access to their
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educational proceAs, nor have they been excluded or

suspended or discharged from school based on this

particular seriee; of events. (1 ilaqe checked the

felders). They have been excluded from my period

seven WTF Art Class only:- a process which since the

beginning of Berry Autry's disruptive behavior, has

involved several removals and re-admissions to class

all for the same (repeated) reasons. (Dwayne Brown

has been omited from this discussion at this point

because I have agreed to accept him into the art

class fur reasons stated in my first memo to you,

Mrs. Brown)

5. With reference to my violation of established school

policy, I must at this point ask- What is the school

policy for this year? Furthermore- if writing up

a student, coferring with the appropriate administrative

assistant principal (AF-7) re: a seventh grade student,

and calling the student's home imanediately following

the incident, is in violation of school policy- then

what actions do you, Mrs. Brown recommend that a

teacher take with a disruptive student?

Concerning the sectioe ie 7-11'zr that makes reference

co Mr. Mattingly (J'eincipal) speaking to ma during the school

day on December '3ed,where you specify and"...at the end of thg

school day your written response was not forthcoming", I have.

explained, if you.will.refer to number one in this letter, that-

you were spoken to and that I.did explain to you that I simply

did not have sufficient time to adequately respond to your memo.

Furthermore after having been spokehto by Nr. Mattingly, 1 returned

at 3:00 to speak with Mr. Mattingly in his office concerning the

aforementiceed reasons; in addition to which, on December 4th

at 3:00 I, presented to Mr. Mattingly a copy of the attached letter

whicn was tole, was also pi:IC(26 in your box.

Bopin, ae this cire! than I :1.:0:c seeisfactorally answered ell

:ioe.seioee whic!1 raoeivaced ou: charges, Nrs. Brown atAinst me,

uouLI liLe L:o receive from yoa an acknowledgement of your

receipe oC 012 letter. I also woeld like for you to forward,

if you would, acknowledgement of the letter thet I wrote to

you, to uhomever your memo dated December 4, 1973 Was sent to

(with particular reference to MR. Vincent Reed, Assistant

Secondary School Office). You eiid receive a return written

response from me.

There are just before closing a few questions which are still

unan:wered, and so if you would,7Mrs. Brown, in writing, would

you,-plense answer them for me:

1. If the situation with these two students in your

opini.en was as urgent as yo:i seem to have implied-

Theee letters in-Four School I.)ys- why was not I

ereotified that this was an urgent patter in your first

112



cc to:

memo?
The rapidness with which charges of insubordination
have been brought against me- lead me to feel that
you are not satisfied nor happy with my being at
Hamilton Hunior High School- What have I done to
you personally or otherwise to merit this?

Mrs. Mary A. Brown
Mr. C.N. Mattingly
Mr. W. Washington
Nr. V. Reed
Mrs.17. Morse

113

Sincerely,

Mrs. Antoinette Smith- Art Teacher



PUBLIC SCHC(.!-.5 OF THE D:STRICT CF COL!...7.+BIA

HAMILTON JuN:Ok H.GH SCHOOL.

SIXTH AND Di:EN TWCOD PARKwAY, NE.

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20002

OFFICE OF THE/112INCIPAL.

7.7

3tret, '.'

D. C.

Duar Itr2,.d,

.

This letter i3 re..;nnIF Ant:-,i:le-c,17.e 3:-.ith an art teacer

Er,_;1:11t.);1 juni..)r i,h ch1. rs. 5:zith has a pat7ern of dir.obi-.:3-ing

those rules and re..ulatio:.s out1ine:2, y te scho..11 ad.---.irf.;?tratien at

Ilaltor. and tl.ose contractual obliL;ati;:ns as outlined h:,f- the ;1ashintor:

TeAcherst Uzdon Contract with the Tioard of Education.

I haie recy.esteC throh the p.;.-.r.cipal r. ia:tinz;1,7, that !Irs.

ith Ix: held accolmtable for her refusal to ar.3.--iit stuLle:-.ts to her

the rc-...rst. Ler Cr' t4
Sr...ith with cc!rtain io1ations, both alntr;-.-,.al and adninistratiyo.,

sh.ris the nsed 1Thr aetion dir 3cAoo1
Offic !a-s. cr,et :Y.,. allowed to contr.,za to (2eci:le rulus
and rou3Lns s::c zI)t nt her own a.on.7-on1ence.

c: 1.1.r. C. N..:Lattir-1..7,

114

VC2'.7 truly ;Tours,
./1

V---(1 -

"Lar.7.- A. 3r-own

Assi stant PrinciDal
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L'ruaturxd P:roys,

'Lreirston, D, C. 2

'

Mr. Vincent Reed- Atsistant Superintendent

Secondary Schools

415 12th Street N.W.

Washington, D.C.

I

.11

4
, t , I

'

i..)
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December 5, 1973

Antionette A. Sr dth
Teacher Art Department
Hamilton Asaior High School
6th and !t-entwood Parkway, N. E.
1:ashington, D. C. 20002

Dear nrs. Smith:

This is to advise you that this is an official reprimand from my office
to you for your failure to fo/low requests made to you by Mrs.. Brown in
re:ard to her memos of November 29th, 30th, and ny verbal request of you on
December 3rd.

In addition, I am forwardin Yrs. Erovnts complaints against you in
regard to your failure to abide provisions of the WTC contract, the
Waddy Dcorce, and Hamilton School policy concerning the above-mentioned
nemos to the 'secondary school office for disciplinary action.

Yours truly,

C. H. Mattingly.
Ttincipal
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS OP THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

HAMILTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SIXTH AND BRENT WOOD PARKWAY, N.E.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

Or FICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

Deceber 5, 1'173

Vini:ent Reed

.Assistant Sul-,erintendent
Depart.:;ent of Secondary EducPtion
The .Presidential Da:Udine
415 12th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20004

7,ear Vr, Reed:

On Novemher 28, 29, 30 3arry Autry and :!nvenber 29th Dwayne Brown,
students nt Hamilton Junior High School were res:)ectively denied entrance
to their art classes by Yrs. Antionette Srjth, teacher of art.

Yrs. Nnry Brown, Assistant Principal, upon discovery that pupils had
been excl.uded from their classes sent memos to Yrs. Srith oft November 29
pnd 310ti. '1.ouesting that she subrit in writing her reasons for not allowng
ru:.ils to enter the classroom. Copies of the memos were sent to me.

Upon learninp that 1-:1-7.;. Brown had not received responses from her
crresm.:ndence to 1:rs. Smith I contacted Yrs. Smith at mid-r.orninv on
DnLer 3r ,4. and requeste:: that she Subrit replies to Yrs. Drown before
the close of school. Yrs. Smith noted that she was working on a reply and
would sui:mit it that evening,

the close cf the school dpi on Dece:.ber 3rd Ers. Smith reported that
she 1,aci not had tine to prepare her repl7 and wished to submit it in the
rornini;. She was directed to report to !'xs. Brown with this informaticnI.

As a result of this incident :A.rs Smith is being cited for violating
Articlo XX, section C of the Washington Teachers' Union Contract with the
-,,rd of Education, the provisions concerning exclusion of pupils as outlined

":.laddy Decree," and established school policy at Hamilton. In addition,
T:lith is being cited with insubordination for failing to answer promptly

Brown's mercs date,!. November 29th and November 30th, 1973.
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!1. W.nont
Z,...:erlotendent

3r-en2lar

Decr.: cnrerred with ?.t the close of the-dny at

tThr, 0110 r]e":0': mp n cooy of ber reoli.es to :'rs. Brown's requests.

LI 3111:17 tAqk VH,h T nnu,lernter: uur rea,70n2, J
IJ j 13 in

relteroEite,1 the corrct,r)rures to be follow,72d if ri;;.ils

al.-v) r.Heci vst she had hud a.m:-1,2 tine to rsoond to

::rovn1:1 (rs. S:1ith di:1 not concur with y opjnionl.

Dur;. n the converryttion I w,;;; to wndrstend thet each boy had presented

12rol,:rs durjni; seestor, hut I was hot able to n.scertin the particular
wl-ich had trered the ricluslons froln class on the indicated

Smith must nhide b7 school re,7ulations. I thus am recoma',endinj an
offic.,11 rel.rimand by your c,ff,ce.

Enclos::.res:

Yours truly,

,

C. N. Ifattingly
Frincipal

1 - Yrs. Drown's flcrlo of Noveler 20th
2 - Brown's Nemo of Nevtbmr 347-ft.
3 - Yrs. Brown's lemo of Dece!:,ber Yb
4.- 3nith's 1,!eno of Decerher 5th
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APPENDIX B

MAXI II PRACTICUM PROPOSAL ADDENDUM

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

(Submitted December, 1975)
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ADDI'NOW.1

1 survey of appropriate literature which documents the

training needs of beginning teachers in urban settings

as researchers and other writers have dealt with them

conceptually or in program development terms.

Survey of Literature

Introduction

In surveying appropriate literature which documents

the training needs of beginning teachers in urban settings,

I found that the most important writings about this subject

were contained in periodicals and pamphlets. There were :;ome

helpful textbooks hut not as many as I had hoped for. Recog-

nition of the problems related to the training needs of

beginning teachers in urban settings is a fairly new

phenomenon.

Wildman, in an article called "Disciplinary Problems

in Urban Ghetto Schools,"
1
asserts that in many schools in

this countTy everyone hopes to make it through the day without

largo-scale violence. Fights break out frequently. He feels

that in manv of the schools in our country today the adult

1

Louis Wil2man, "Disciplinary ProbIem-; in 'Urban
School," School Information and Research Service,

1-1, p. 1.
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r

:ire ..11

nre

:opala!ion. His rittalizati.):: is

than The situation has

-H.:L-th proportion that su:r.e large citiei,

1H' --011.H.H:.;H:1 0=l.1;)Ii..:hing the "total security

, "In such : poli;J:. would monitor every

lavatory, hallway, and classroom with closed circuit TV

:ameras; direction microphones would be capable of monitoring

recording any conversation on the school grounds."3

This article by Wildman attempts to describe the groul

dynamics of the inner-city school by describing hypothetical

examples of teacher peer group and student peer group support.

Then follows a discus,:ion of possible ways for improving the

educational environment. Included within the recommendations

az- (1) student choice between an array of differentially

L'ontrolled learning environments, (2) curriculum which offers

;he inexperienced student concrete experiences--sometimes

vocat-ional--necessary for theoretical analysis, and

(S) ::tandardi7ed educational accountability within expository

type courses in Idlich the faculty simply wants to tell students

abt;tit the experiences of the past in order that studnts might

4
benefit from previous mistahes and railures.

-Ibid., p.

-.;

Ibid.

1
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3

the prol,loT of discipline causes

nyw ::7.7-i:-r.cej teachers a great deal of difficulty,

parzicuia!-1y in url.an school setting. "Nost teachers

arc highly ccl.::petent in their subject areas."
5

he three

most common approaches to establishing effective discipline

are: (1) the authoritarian approach, (2) the permissive

6
approach, and (3) the democratic approach.

Of the three most commonly used approaches to

effective discipline, the democratic approach is considered

to be the best. Democratic discipline usually provides

guidance without domination and freedom without laxity and

is generally considered the best possible approach for

7
teachers in urban or other situations to follow.

In assessing what must be done to insure good

behavior, it is important that teachers are cognizant of the

many varied causes of poor behavior.
8 Carnot states that:

. undesirable classroom environments can
cause students to fidget and misbehaveif the room is
too hot, the humidity too high or too low, temperature
too low, noise level from outside too great, seats too
close together, plumbing or heating system knocks or
whistlesall these can cause or contribute to discipline
problems. Some of these situations arc within the
teacher's ability to correct: thermostats can he adjusted

_

5
..io:.:eph B. Carnot, "Dynamic and Effective School

Discipline," The Clearing House (NoveMber 1973),.p. 150.

6Ibid.

'Ibid.

o .

1b1d., p. 151.
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4

fans c:in ac.:luireLi or brought from home to create
pleasan: .7ndit7i,2-ns, etc. However, some conditions
cann: iJ without help from the administration.
For a chemistry classroom with- 24 built-in
seats has a sophomore English class with 35
boys and one girl will cause problems for the most
experient...ed of teachers. Likewise a classroom adjacent
to an elementary playilround with a very high noise level,
and also the danger o'f broken windows from fast-moving
kickballs, etc. can lead to.discipline problems. If
there are any other available classrooms a switch should
be made in the interest of good learning.9

The way a teacher presents a lesson may cause

prob1ems.
10

Teachers who do not vary their teaching techniques

usually have discipline problems caused by boredom. Teachers

should be aware of the many peculiar conditions existing with

students in the classroom setting such as: personal, emotional

and psychological problems which would cause the student not

to respond in a normal manner. 11 "Teachers must plan well and

work for effective self-discipline in students based on

respect, understanding, and cooperation."
12

Gnagey summarizes for teachers in his boo.]: the most

important suggestions that have been produced by research for

13
controlling classroom, misbehavior. He defines some very

important terms in the arca of classroom misbehavior. He

10 .

Ibid., p. 153.

11Ibld.

I 7
-Ib ld.

13Wi1 liam J. Gnagey, "Controlling Classroom
Misbehavior," NEA, 1973, p. 2.
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expLiins

t.erm we will use for a misbehavior.
when a stu(!ent takes act ions which

.

are f:r.L,h1 hy the teacher. Deviancies may rang:
frir; whIspng to a friend in the next row to striking
another child. They are, however, always an infraction
of an implicit or explicit set of rules enforced by
the teachor.

The term deviant will refer to any student who
commits a deviancy. This term has no reference to the
number or persistence of his misbehavior; neither has
it any mental hygiene overtones. Any child becomes
a deviant at the moment when he breaks one of.the
teacher's rules.

A control technique has been performed when the
teacher Ias taken some action to put an end tb the
deviancy. Control techniques may be verbal or non-
verbal, punitive or nonpunitive, authoritarian or
persuasive.14

An important segment of Gnagey's book deals with

typs of cOntrol techniques. These techniques aro separated

into three major categories; those that (I) strengthen self

control, (2) those that reduce frustration, and (3) those that

appoal to understanding. 15

Alschnler and Shea engaged in a two-year study in 1974.

The study was directly related to the discipline problem at

the Van Sickle Junior High School in Springfield, Massachusetts

John V. Shea is the principal of Van Sickle junior High School

and Alfred Alschnler is a professor at the University of_

Massachusetts. It was their feeling that community-university

relationships are often not very productive. They wanted the

thyorv of the university and the expertise of a practitioner--

14lhid., p. 4.

151bid., p. 9.
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6

'to c;;:plex prehlo of discipline in. an

.urhan schol. Mr. Sh...A invited professor

lschulc:- in a group of graduate students to

collborato with str.)cial studies teachers to conduct a project

:t Van Sickle Juni
16

or High School. The decision was made

to spend up to two years working together on the most

important problem at Van Sickle Junior High Schooldiscipline:

They concluded that the primary problem regarding

discipline is rooted primarily in the running battle that

adults and students perSistently engage in to capture the

attention of the class. They explained:

Our observations oC that struggle led us to .these
other conclusions: that at least half of class time
is spent in these wasteful struggles, that learning
suffer::, and that students, teachers and administrators
are all victimized by the consequences; that most of
us are limited in our ability to recognize, identify,
and understand this fundamental fact of school life;
that it is profoundly unjust to punish children for
failures of the system; and that if we can only get
over our fear of change, we can change that system.
o learn anything, students must be in physical and
psychological attendance*

Alschuler and Shea make four basic observations

concerning how:the struggle for attention becomes a discipline

prolem. Thesc observations are explained as follows:

1. When students refuse.to let their attention .
be controlled, teacher's and administrators.are'forced.

.....

to engage in disciplinary actions.

16. ,Alfred Alschuler and John V. Shea, ."The Discipline
Game, Playing without Losing," Learning (August/September 1974),
p. SO.

17
lijd.
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7

2. discipline fails to sustain student
atten'7i:n.

3. The external attempt to control student attention
is ne: zh ::,,Ilective way to teach students discipline.
(intern:11.self-regulation).

The battle ,between teachers and students is'
antithetical to the respect and'affection characteristic
of discipleship, the original root meaning of being
disciplined. 18

Alschulcr and Shea describe' the basic problem of

discipline Bs the Attention-Discipline Game with.both teachers

and students having certain basic moves. They go on to say

that these basic moves should be identified and analyted.

Their solution to the discipline:problem is embraced in a

program they call social literacy training.

Alschuler and Shea explained,

Literacy is the power to see,name, analyze and transform
reality. We teach students to be literate with words,
numbers, chemiCals, even with their bodies. There As,
however, massive illiteracy injunior high schools--
social illiteracy.. Students, teachers and administra-
tors are equally illiterate. They share no formal social
vocabulary or established methods 'of analyzing social
relations, and there are few ongoing collaborative
attempts to transform the rules.' Powerless to name,
analyze and transform our social relationships, we remain
victimized. by them.

We believe that this.cycle could be broken and the
discipline problem solyedthrough a social literacy
prnram. Toward this goal we have developed a number of
educational-Objectives and methods now being tried out.

Obj_ective I: Teach everyone in the school that the
system orT6-121 relationships tan be seen as a game.'

Objective II: 'Analyze classroom discipline cycles.
05jective Transform discipline cycles into

the disc,ipline of learning through negotiated changes in'
relationship rules.19

18
Ibid., p. 85.

19
Ibid., p. 86.
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: 1975 edition of 'CIO NASSP Newsletter

problem in a brief articleby

::7w key questions that.educators should be

asking and resolving.

Gary W. Zimmerman, a psychology. intern with the

Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation,

states 'in the article that he believeS one effective way.,

of gathering information relating to discipline problems iS

by asking the newsman's fi've classic questions: who, what,.

20
when, where and why.

The article asserts that the why question is perhaps

the most fundamental question to resolve; however, if educa-

tors are not amenable to change in light of the new informa-

tion that is gathered then .the who process of information

gathering is to no avail. 21

Susan M. Swap suggests that ecological approaches

to teaching disturbing' children dietates that disturbances

which occur in a classroom are not dUe to.the child's

behavior alone but the .interaction betWeen the child and the

22
clasSroom environment. Dr_ Swap is of the opinion thft it

is the teacher's responsibility to design an adaptive

20,
'Cot a Discipline

NASSP Newsletter, May 1975,

21
p. 7.

Case? Consider These Questions,"
p. 7.

2Susan M. Swap, "Disturbing Classroom. Behaviors:
A Developmental and Ecological View," Exception Children
(November 1974), p. 163.
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en iron. tet.:r should est..iblish climate of

safeLY(.._ Th::Ity and consistency.

Dr. aes on to say that the role of the teacher

is vitnl in establihing good classroom behavior. The

teache,:r should adapt the classroom to the range of children's

needs which should be based on careful assessment. Emphasis

should be placed on setting specific goals for the teacher

and the students. The whole concept of goal setting and

strategies designed to implement these goals is a very crucial

aspect of effective classroom management.
93

The last point

of emphasis by Dr. Swap relates to the teacher's respe.:t for

individual differences in children. Dr. Swap states that,.

he tendency to Fear and exclude those who fail to
conform to standards ofhealth and normality has
become well established in our communities,
particularly in the mental health area Acceptance
of differences does not mean that one cannot try to.
shape or influence or instruct another. It does mean
that we recognize the limitations of any single mold
for behavior and search for the contributions that
each individual can w}:e.21

Madsen and Madsen explore scientifically-based

behavioral principles and then cero-in on specific behavior

probleNis. The outcomes are outlined by Madsen and Madsen.

A suc.cial feature of Madsen and Madsen is a section which

con:lists of in-service teacher workshop teaching activities

dosiP,nd to produce measurable changes . in student behavior.

---------------
23

Ibid., p. 171.

rles H. Madsen, Jr. and Clifford K. Madsen
Te:icljny/Piscipline A Position For F.Hucritiorinl Develonn':

Allyn a:1J 11-::1.-.0:1., Inc. -1"." D. 20-..
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U.S.A. Special Report examines the

crsis in schools. This .report is focused mainlv

on the pro:,:c:m in urban school systems. The article

identifies several possible places to fix the blame for the

discipline crisis in schools. There arc strong arguments

presented to blame teachers, parents or students for our

present discipline crisis. The article describes two dis-

tinct schools of thought as it relates to putting the

discipline problem in proper perspective: (1). the case

for less discipline, and () the case for more discipline. .

76

Charles Silberman, who is one of thc most outspoken

and widely read proponents of promoting better behavior

through liberalizing and humani.zing the educational process,

says that

Secondary schools tend to be oven more authoritarian
and repressive than elementary schools; the values
they transmit are thc values of docility, passivity,
conformity and lack of trust. The junior high school
is by almost unanimous agrecmcnt,the wastelandone.
is tempted to say cesspoolof American education.
One of the princi'Pal solutions is the conviction
that schools can be.moro humane, that students can
handle and benefit from greater freedom and Hresponsi-
bility. And part of this freedom should be in the
area of arbitrary or demeaning rules .and regulations
containod in codes concerning dress and appearance-7,i.
codes which are as inane as they arc unenforceable.'

76Education
U.S.A. Special Report, Disci_Eline Crisis

in Schools 1973, P. 2.

27
'Charics Silhorman, Crisis -in the Classroom: The

Re..:Nlkini4H7)1 Moric:m.Education tNow.York: Random House.,
19;0), p. SI
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a proponent of more discipline in

the sehool.4,

'.)een written about the dangers of harsh,
aggressive,.unioving discipline; these warnings are

:!nd should be heeded. However, the consequences
of excessive punishment have been cited as justification-
for th.e elimination of discipline. That is. foolish.
The term "discipline" is not limited to the context of
punishment. Children need to be taught self-discipline
and responsible behavior. They need assistance in
learning how to face the challenges and obligations
of living. They must learn the art of self-control.'

Education U.S.A. Special Report outlines what they

call Blueprints for Better Discipline. The Blueprint for

Better Discipline stresses the need for establishing a code

of discipline, behavior m,I'Llcation as one possible answer

to the discipline problem and attitudinal change for

29
teachers.

William Glasser is a leading disciple of positive

reinforcement. Glasser sees adults'.quickness to brand

young children as failures as one of the priMary causes of

discipline problems in the schools. Glasser explains,

Students much like.adults want a little pat on the head,
a little recognition as a person both before they start
a job and as they work. But after Kindergarten school
continue to demand that work come first. Kindergarten
.isthe only place where we accept kids as people, and
.they succeed in Kindergarten.- I. they don't learri
everything we had planned, we still value them and don't
get- upset. .But firs.:t grade is different.. Afterall,
we'.ve got to teach them tO read. So the teacher says

/Q
james- Dobson, Dare to Disci_plinc (Wheaton, Illinois:

TvnJale House Publishers., 1970),.p. 76.

99. . . . . .PISCT1 Crisis )n Schools, p.
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to the h.i , "Read'!" The cbmmunity says, '.'Read:"
And h id doesn't road we fail. .11sually he takes

He- thinks we not only failed him in
as 3 human being. When this happens, he

start's totally as .a failure. Ho-stops all
schoolwcrk and often becOmes a discipline probl.em in
order to vain recognition only by- failin and
misbehaving.-)°

Discipline and Learning, An Inquiry. into Student-

Teacher Relationships is a collection of articles on

discipline in the urban school situation by renoWned educa-

tors and psychologists. This book offers-the classroom

teacher some approaches to the general topic of discipline

from a historical perspective as well as the contemporary

point of view. It discusses punishment and .order and justice,

and it shows teachers ways to approach the more serioUs pro-

blems attached to maintaining good discipline .in the class-

room, as well as ways of helping students arrive at self-

dicsipline.
31

Robert Green and Janet Brydon make some very thought-

provoking comments regarding discipline in urban schools..

They state that underemployment, poverty, crime,-and other

societal problems adversely affectothe quality of education

in our schools. Children from low-income neighborhoods or

urban areas-of high unemployment are often confronted in

-the classroom -by teachers who view them as intellectually
_ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _

30;
William Glasser, Schools Without Failure (New-York:.

Harper and Row, 1969), p..48.

31
National Education Association, DisOpline and

Learniny., An Inquiry into Student-Teacher RelationsFrps
(Wasilington, D.C.: NEA, 197S), p.
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32
dep:-ived :in- 1 1 C I y to succeud oduca tionally. Green and

Blvdon.fur:hl?r state that,

Uni c: ru::a I teachers tend to have.greater expectations
for mi3:110-i.,:ome.than for low-income children. Eleanor
Leacock (1( , p. 63) studied- four schools in two poor and
two middle-income neighborhoods and found that teachers'
attitudes were much more favorable toward middle-income
children than toward low-income children. When racial
prejudice is added to social class bias, the effect on
children is even more disastrous. ,Leacock found that
4.3 percent of teachers'. comments about Black children
.were negative as opposed to 17 percentcomments about
white children..

There are many subtle ways in'whiCh negative attitudes
:toward poor, Black chisldren tan .work against these
children. One of the most Trevalent 'is the misuse of
standardized intelligence or achievement'tests. The
scores. which children make on these tests'are frequently
taken as absolute measures' of ability rather than only
indicators of current.educational status influenced by
environmental conditions:33

.Discipline problems in urban schools can be caused

by irrelevant, outmoded .curriculum and non-essential testing'

programs which cause a loss of self-esteem on the part of

students.

Green and Brydon make the. following recommendations

to alleviate the discipline-problem in urban schools:

1. Tn revamp the many existing teacher and school
counselor training problems, the revamping of these
programs is seen as being significant in im)roving the
quality ef education and reducing radAl, ethnic, and
ince:7.e bias. Many traditional programs prepare teachers
and counselors:to deal only'with children who have back-
grounds similar to their own, i.e., white and middle-

3'Rohort L. Green and Janet .Brydon, "Investigating
in Youth: An. Approach to piscipline in Urban Schools," in

p. 107.

:53
'hid., p. 10S.
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pro:essionals, when placed in urban
schel! neighborhoeds, find it unsatis-
fyi poor, minority children.

2. 1 wn reform is also needed in our school
:uca:,7.rs must seek to Wal:e the subject matter

as meaninful as possible for the student. Social
conditions, student background, and student.interests
should all be considered when planning courses..)4

Duane Brown's book, Changin,_z Student Behavior, A

New Aoploa,h to DisLipline is an attempt to provide the

clasroom teacher with a means by which he can maintain

adequate classroom control while maintaining an atmosphere

which will maximize academic and personal development.

Brown's book also provides the teacher with a rationale for

, 3Shis own proceoures. Brown explains that,

Since it is an impossibility for any volume to
provide "cookbook" type answers for the myriad of
problems which arise in a situation as complex as a
classroom, no attempt has been made to provide those
answers here. What is being attempted is to provide
a rationale for developing positive behavior patterns
and then, taking a random sample of the problems which
a teacher faces, illustrate how the rationale can be
implemented.36

This book is great for the beginning teaching in any situa-

tion; it has many strategies for dealing with disruptive

classroom behavior.

The revised edition of Discipline in the Classroom,

pu!.1isiw.d by NEA, reflects a broad spectrum in the approach

3-1
Ibid., p. 113.

35
Duane Brown, Changing Student Behavior, A New

A-x.:!ach to Discipl.ine, 3(1 ed. (Dubuque, Iowa: William C.

3 .

Ibid. , p. 1 7 .
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::tii,etions for 11

37
2w teachers. The

Runnin!J throeh the articles is a cointon thread:
discipline is less of a problem when the instructional
content and process are interesting and relevant,
const:tute stimulating activities, and arouse natural
curiosity. The use of broad and general terms in
dealing with discipline problems could indicate a
limited base of research or a lack of success in
motivating students. Since as many of the articles
point out, what constitutes meaning curriculum or
stimulating activities for one student may be irrelevant
for another, the matter of motivating individual students
appears to be the critical problem."

Stephen K. Bailey addresses the larger problem of

disruption in urban public secondary schools. His hook was

ritten in an attt.,mpt to analyze and investigate the causes

of violent unrest and educational disruption in a sample of

the nation's urban high schools and to identify strategies

that were successful in resolving these disruptions.
39 The

bo:A is an excellent treatment of the total problem of urban

school di:;ruption, but 'does not deal with individual class-

maTla;lemeat strategies.

Pr. Owen R. Kiernan,in his paper on "School Violence

and Van4Thlism," explores some of the most :e.rtinent problems

Inc erhan education today. He cites a poll taken by the

scipline in the Classroom, p. 7.

3S
'Ibid., p. S.

K. Ba Il t.sy , Pis rticIn in C

(WZI S h Z ) t. . (.2 . : S T : F. A . , :L.') 7 0 , ..
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Nntional Secondary Schoo: Principals in

Api." I 4 s, In .:ating that the nrohlems listed below

at" r L : r

u,.?eat vanf!alism and violence
defiance by students, ignoring rules
lack'of time (or wasted time, neglect of studies)
smo;:ing
absenteeism 40

Dr. Kiernan explains that contributing factors to

school violence and vandalism are:

(1) breakdown of the family and family control
() glamorization of violence on television and film
(3) street crime by youth which spills in the school
(4) drug abuse
(5) anonymity in the neighborhood and.school
(6) a philosophy of self-serving expediency with

little concern For othrs
(7) subgroup solidarity with no allegiance to

the larger society
(S) contempt for the value of personal and public

property.41

Secondary school principals view other contributing. factors

ns impacting on the prohlem; such as:

lethargic courts
openness of schools
student rights
teacher apathy
parent ignorance and/or indifference
collateral curriculum42

To alleviate the problems of school violence and

vandalism, Dr. Kiernan and his subcommittee make the following

40Non d. Kiernan, School Violence and Vandalism.
Reprt to Sub-cme;:itTee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency,.
U.S. S,..ndtc Committee on the Judiciary, April 16, 1975i p. 3.

jrI., P. 4.

'-!hia., pp. 5-9.
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Jaaowi: presents a sociological perspective

on the iszu,- :avel...ed in transforming the institutional

structure of ihnor city schoo1s.
43

Jancr,:it: defines classrooir.

management a the improvement in the capacity of the teacher

to deal with discipline and disruption within the classroom

setting. Janowita explains that:

There are sufficient data to underscore the fact
that in the slum school the teacher spends most of her
time on discipline matters. In the specialization
model, disciiTline problems arc assigned to specialists
in interpersonal relations and to the adjustment
teacher or assistant principal for discipline.

A central dimension in maintaining freedom and
order in the classroom is the teacher's expectation.
Hostility isgenerated among the students not only on
the basis of covert prejudice--racial and sOcial class--
which must abound given the differences in social back-
grounds and experiences of teachers and students. To
recruit teachers from the Negro community does not
eliminate this problem.

Hostilitv is also generated when teaching personnel
devalue the human worth of their students, operate on a
narrow definition of achievement, or underestimate their
students' capacity for personal and intellectual growth.
These negative definitions, although hardly verbalized,
are rapidly communicated and contribute to the opposi-
tion culture of the slum school.44

Thomas L. Good and dere E. Brophy have authored .an

excellent book called Lookino in Classrooms. The book

provides a way of looking at what teachers and pupils do in

clasroons as it relates to classroom management. There are

p.reat deal of very valuable practical suggestions for

effective cfassroom management. Good and Brophy classify

Morris Janowitz, Institution Buildin,.! in Urban
Ed,lc:!tion (Hartford, Conn.-: Connecticut Printers; Inc.,

I.

41
Ibid., pp 66-67.
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classroc :-.ane17.::rnt into two different categories:

I, Preventing Problems, and (2) Managemen.t II,

45
Coping with Pr=7)b1,...ms Effectively.

Summary

In attempting to survey the literature on the

training needS of beginning teachers in urban settings, it

Vjf; found that there is not an abundance of literature on

this particular specialized area. Most authors only treat

the training needs of new teachers in general. Those authors

who do treat the specific subject of training needs for

beginning teachers in urban settings make the point that the

most critical arca is that of attitudinal change that

teachers u lust undergo. Negative attitudes toward low-

income lilaok children may be manifested in overtly discrimina-

tory behavior on the part of teacl=s.

Beginning teachers in urban settings have to be

sensitive to the sometimes very different needs that urban

students present. Once the beginning teacher has acquired

the necessary attitude and sensitivity to the problems of

urban youth, the managemcnt techniques are not.that much'

different from effective classroom management techniques in

..general.

!-IThomas L. Good and Jere E. Brophy, Looking_in
'Classroms (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), pp.. 161-95.
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